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Wilberforce’s Work is Not Done: Ending Human Trafficking and Modern 
Day Slavery 
Michelle Crawford Rickert, Assistant Professor, Liberty University, Helms School of 
Government 
 
Abstract 
Since slavery has been made illegal in nearly all countries in the world, and as modern advances allow more 
attention to be focused on other social improvements to make the lives of people better, there is a dark and hidden 
underbelly around the world that most people do not want to hear about. The fact is, that while the battle over the 
legal status of slavery has been won, as have many of the cultural battles regarding the wrongfulness of enslaving 
another human being, more slaves exist in the world at this moment than were trafficked in over 350 years of trans-
Atlantic slavery combined—by almost a 2-to-1 margin. The author seeks to refocus the 21st century reader on what 
Wilberforce called the ―wickedness‖ that is the slave trade by examining the historical challenges and successes in 
abolition and then discussing the modern manifestation of slavery and the forms in which it emerges. The author 
then discusses modern legal attempts to attack the underground markets on both the supply and demand side, both of 
which extend throughout the globe, complicating this issue immensely. The author tells several true stories of 
trafficking victims‘ experiences to give a human face to the injustices that are perpetrated and to give the reader a 
sense of the diversity of victim types, methods of enslavement, and motivations of slaveholders. The author 
concludes that given the modern complexities and the already illegal nature of slavery and trafficking in persons a 
multi-faceted response is needed at the international, national, NGO, and personal levels to detect slavery, rescue the 
weak from injustice and oppression, prosecute offenders, and rehabilitate and provide stability for victims. 
 
I. Introduction 
William Wilberforce declared: "So enormous, so dreadful, so irremediable did the [slave] trade's 
wickedness appear that my own mind was completely made up for abolition. Let the 
consequences be what they would: I from this time determined that I would never rest until I had 
effected its abolition.‖ Approximately180 years after his death Wilberforce‘s life‘s work is not 
yet done. There are more slaves today than in any time in history,
1
 and yet unlike during 
Wilberforce‘s time most of these slaves are invisible to the public. In modern society we do not 
see slaves tending fields tethered with chains, but they exist below the surface, existing only in 
the shadows of normal life. However, as put by modern abolitionist E. Benjamin Skinner if you 
go through the looking glass the problem of slavery will emerge. Slaves labor in silence all 
around us, yet we do not notice because these slaves do not fit the archetype of slavery that is 
familiar to us. Slavery in all its forms is morally wrong, and it can be argued effectively that it 
violates a tenet of natural law, yet it still exists. Slavery continues to exist due to human nature 
and its ability to sense vulnerability in others and to exploit. Although the issues of modern-day 
slavery are perhaps more complex than issues facing abolitionists at other times, through various 
strategies slavery can be ended in our generation. When truth is revealed it is only a matter of 
time before it will triumph over evil, as long as there remain individuals who, like Wilberforce, 
will sacrifice themselves to stand up for it. 
                                                 
11
 Currently it is estimated that there are 27 million slaves worldwide. KEVIN BALES, ENDING SLAVERY: HOW WE 
FREE TODAY‘S SLAVES (2007); See infra Part V and accompanying notes. Rodney Starks estimates that between 
1510 and 1868 ―approximate 10 million African Slaves reached the New World slave markets.‖  RODNEY STARK, 
FOR THE GLORY OF GOD: HOW MONOTHEISM LED TO THE REFORMATIONS, SCIENCE, WITCH-HUNTS, AND THE END 
OF SLAVERY 307 (2003). He then explains that given the high mortality on the slave ships that probably 15 million 
slaves began the journey to the New World. Id. at 307-08 It should be noted that some of this increase can be 
accounted for because of the dramatic increase in the world‘s population. KEVIN BALES, NEW SLAVERY 5 (2000). 
From 1945 to 2000 the population has increased from 2 billion people to over 6 million people. Id. at 5. 
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One illustrative story is found in Enslaved, a book of modern day slave narratives. 
However, it did not come from one of the former slaves, but rather it was the account of a former 
slaveholder. Mauritania
2
 has the distinction of being one of the few countries in the world where 
chattel slavery still exists and thrives. Although the Arab population makes up only about 30 
percent of the population, it routinely suppresses the black majority. This is the story of one man 
who was born into a society where slavery was just a fact of life. Yessa recounts that when he 
received his slave he was seven years old and he was given his best friend Yebawwa. Yebawwa 
was also his ―milk brother‖3 as a present for this important birthday. Yessa thought that slave 
ownership was not only a right but also an obligation because if the masters, who are in the 
highest castes, did not own the slaves they would just go out and die in the desert. This was so 
culturally ingrained that it was not questioned by anyone including Yessa. Through a set of 
circumstances Yessa became a voracious reader, and one day stumbled upon The Anthology of 
French Constitutions. This was the day that changed his life. He opened it up and read Article 
One which stated, ―Men are born and remain free and equal in rights.‖4  Yessa explained that 
that was the most interesting sentence he had ever read, and it was difficult to believe that he had 
read the words on the page (he said at times that night he thought maybe it read all men are not 
equal). Once he realized that this was true, he realized his entire life had been based on a lie.
5
 
The truth can at times literally set someone free, but there needs to be a safe environment for its 
presentation.  
This paper will deal with several different issues in order to show how one person can 
work as an individual and through the state to free the modern-day slaves and to stop the 
trafficking of persons in order to prevent victims‘ enslavement. Part II of this paper briefly 
discusses slavery as it was revealed in history. Part III of this paper examines how Wilberforce 
began his abolitionist movement, and some of the tactics that he used to free the slaves. Some of 
the tactics explained will be discussed later as ways that modern day slavery can be eradicated 
today. Next in Part IV will discuss the problems that occurred after slavery was ended in the 
United States. Part V of this paper will discuss the illegitimacy of slavery from a natural law 
perspective. Next modern day slavery and human trafficking will be defined and discussed. This 
paper concludes that in order to end modern slavery we should be guided by the successes and 
failures of past abolitionist movements to determine proper techniques to implement toward 
ending slavery without harming the slaves in the process. Next, using the explicit three-prong 
policy endorsed in the U.S. law entitled the Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection 
Act—prevention, protection, and prosecution—this paper will analyze how to fight and prevent 
modern day slavery in all its manifestations. Finally, although the governmental options for 
ending slavery are important, the NGO‘s and observant and diligent individuals are just as 
important to ending slavery.   
                                                 
2
 ―Over 1,000 years ago, Arab raiders from Morocco journeyed south and invaded Mauritania, overpowering the 
indigenous Africans and forcibly converting them to Islam.‖ Abdel Nasser Ould Yessa, Amazing Grace: A Slave 
Owner‘s Awakening in Mauritania, in CREATING THE BETTER HOUR: LESSONS FROM WILLIAM 
WILBERFORCE 178 (Chuck Stetson ed., 2007). 
3
 ―Milk brother‖ is a term used to signify that the two boys were nursed by the same maidservant. 
4
 YESSA, supra note 2, at 200. 
5
 Yessa became more informed, and began to spread his knowledge although it was not always well received. His 
slave had gone to live with his aunt when Yessa began his studies.  When Yessa explained the truism he found to his 
slave, his slave‘s response was telling he states, ― My master‘s funny. I was born a slave, I‘ll always be a slave, If 
my master doesn‘t want me, I must‘ve done something wrong.‖  He further stated that ―my master was created for 
poetry, for beautiful thing. God forgot to refine us; he was too busy to finish us.‖ Id. at 202-203.   
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II. Slavery in the Past 
Slavery has been a blemish on humanity throughout history. John Locke in his Second Treatise 
of Government defined a slave as a person who is ―under the absolute, arbitrary power of 
another, to take away his life, when he pleases.‖6   
Although it was just another in the list of people groups enslaving other people groups, 
the slavery in the 19
th
 century or the Trans-Atlantic slave trade had a profound impact on our 
society up until modern times. This is because the ―African slave trade was begun and resourced 
through kidnapping.‖7 The slave trade displaced a large portion of an ethnic people group to a 
completely different region, and since this is not a normal migration pattern for those in Africa 
such a large relocation of people would probably not have occurred naturally over time. The 
kidnapping of the African people decimated the villages in Africa that lost a valuable human 
resource, and many of the individuals that were kidnapped died before they ever made it to the 
auction block.
8
 Those that did make it through the passage were summarily sold into bondage 
and deprived of their liberty and autonomy. In this chattel form of slavery, the slaveholder had 
legal ownership of the slave, and this would continue through the slave‘s lineage. Slavery during 
the 19
th
 century was legal, open, and notorious in society. Because the slave was worth a 
substantial amount of money, the ownership of the slaves actually was prestigious for the 
slaveholder. Slavery became so ingrained in the society that the citizens could not imagine life 
without the slaves.  
 
III. Trans-Atlantic Slavery Abolition 
A. William Wilberforce 
―God Almighty has set before me two great objects: the suppression of the Slave Trade and the 
reformation of manners.‖9 These are the words William Wilberforce penned in his personal 
journal on October 28, 1787 as his life‘s mission statement. Wilberforce studied the slave trade 
in detail and was deeply disturbed by the conditions of the slaves in the West Indies.
10
  
Additionally, he was appalled at the conditions that the slaves endured in the slave ships during 
the long journey from Africa.
11
 He saw that the African people were not treated as people that 
                                                 
6
 JOHN LOCKE, THE SECOND TREATISE OF GOVERNMENT 13 (Barnes & Noble, 2004) (1690). 
7
 TIMOTHY KELLER, THE REASON FOR GOD: BELIEF IN AN AGE OF SKEPTICISM 111 (2008).  
8
 Many died on the ship due to disease and poor conditions. In addition, according to the research that William 
Wilberforce and Thomas Clarkson completed, the ships had to put up nets to prevent the slaves from jumping 
overboard and sometimes had to force feed them so they would not died of starvation. Chuck Stetson, The Birth of 
Issue Campaigning, in CREATING THE BETTER HOUR: LESSONS FROM WILLIAM WILBERFORCE 92 (Chuck Stetson 
ed., 2007). This also led to the shackling of the prisoners so that they would be easier to manage, however, in these 
positions in the hot belly of the ship for long periods of time would also sometimes cause death. Some argued that 
that as many as half of those who were put on the ship perished on the ship. Id.  
9
 Kevin Belmonte & Chuck Stetson, A Man of Character, in CREATING THE BETTER HOUR: LESSONS FROM WILLIAM 
WILBERFORCE (Chuck Stetson ed., 2007) (citing Robert Isaac Wilberforce &Samuel Wilberforce, The Life of 
William Wilberforce 4 (London, John Murray 1838); CREATING THE BETTER HOUR: LESSONS FROM WILLIAM 
WILBERFORCE (forward) (Chuck Stetson ed., 2007). When Wilberforce used the term ―reformation in manners‖ he 
was referring to a reformation in morals and virtues of the society. 
10
 In the West Indies the slaves suffered horrific abuses, and many of them did not live past late teens to early 
twenties. 
11
 Alexander Falconbridge, a ships surgeon on slave ships, writes about the disgusting and inhuman conditions that 
were inflicted upon slaves during transport to the West Indies. He describes the cramped spaces, heat levels, and 
common illnesses which served to exacerbate the intolerably harsh environment to include vomitus, blood, and 
excrement. ERIC METAXAS, AMAZING GRACE: WILLIAM WILBERFORCE AND THE HEROIC CAMPAIGN TO END 
SLAVERY 97-101 (2007). 
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bear the image of God, but as inanimate cargo.
12
 Wilberforce during his studies took counsel 
from Thomas Clarkson, an ordained Cambridge graduate, who researched the slave trade 
exhaustively and traveled the country holding abolitionist meetings. Clarkson‘s research was 
impeccable; he boarded countless slave ships, and documented witnesses to the abuse of the 
slaves.
13
 Clarkson was able to show that not only were the African men and women dying during 
the trips across the Atlantic, but the English seaman also had an unusually high mortality rate as 
well.
14
 Unquestionably, Wilberforce‘s spiritual mentor John Newton also influenced 
Wilberforce‘s quest to free the slaves.15 John Newton, who for years was the captain of a slave 
trading ship, elucidated the brutality that occurred on the ships during those long passages. After 
Newton‘s conversion to Christianity,16 he realized the innate evils of the slave trade and he 
worked with Wilberforce to end it. Wilberforce as a great man of faith then spent rest of his life 
tirelessly working to abolish slavery in England. When Wilberforce set out to end slavery, the 
economics of England were deeply entangled in the slave trade; thus, most of the citizens of 
England thought his goals were impossible.
17
 Wilberforce however understood that slavery was 
an act against the very laws of nature stating in a 1788 speech in Parliament:  
―Sir, the nature and all the circumstances of this Trade are now laid open to us. 
We can no longer plead ignorance. We cannot evade it. We may spurn it. We may kick it 
out of the way. But we cannot turn aside so as to avoid seeing it. For it is brought now so 
directly before our eyes that this House must decide and must justify to all the world and 
to its own conscience, the rectitude of the grounds of its decision…Let not Parliament be 
the only body that is insensible to the principles of natural justice.‖18 
Thus as he worked to abolish it he saw this higher purpose in what he was doing which spurred 
him on even when he was close to death.  
Practically speaking, in order to bring an awakening of the evil of slavery to the citizens 
the citizens needed to be informed as to exactly what was involved in the slave trade and in the 
slave labor in the West Indies. In order to inform the citizenry, Thomas Clarkson led the first real 
                                                 
12
 John Pollock, William Wilberforce, in CREATING THE BETTER HOUR: LESSONS FROM WILLIAM WILBERFORCE 4-5 
(Chuck Stetson ed., 2007). 
13
 ERIC METAXAS, AMAZING GRACE: WILLIAM WILBERFORCE AND THE HEROIC CAMPAIGN TO END SLAVERY 97-101 
(2007); Clifford Hill, Wilberforce & the Clapham Circle, in CREATING THE BETTER HOUR: LESSONS FROM WILLIAM 
WILBERFORCE (Chuck Stetson ed., 2007). 
14
 STETSON, supra note 8, at 91. Clarkson used ship logs to show that 20% of the seamen died at sea, and then 
another 30% never returned to England. This he found was significantly higher mortality rate as compared to the 
other trips the English seamen were making at the time.  
15
 Newton also helped guide Wilberforce to stay in politics because Wilberforce was thinking of leaving the political 
arena to go full time into service to the church. Newton told Wilberforce ―I hoped and believed that the Lord raised 
you up for the good of His church and the good of the nation.‖ John Pollock, William Wilberforce, in CREATING THE 
BETTER HOUR: LESSONS FROM WILLIAM WILBERFORCE 6 (Chuck Stetson ed., 2007). (emphasis added). 
16
 Newton is most known for writing the famous hymn Amazing Grace. 
17
 CREATING THE BETTER HOUR: LESSONS FROM WILLIAM WILBERFORCE (Chuck Stetson ed., 2007). See also 
Pollock, supra note 15, at 6. Some historians have argued that in order to rid itself of the ―barbaric treatment of 
human beings in slavery‖ in effect Britain committed ―econocide‖—a killing of their economy—for over a 
generation. The cost of ending slavery came in three major forms first the lost of financial input of the slave trade to 
the West Indies, the ―restitution‖ of money to the slave holders, and then they were forced to pay higher costs for 
sugar and other goods to the West Indies. CREATING THE BETTER HOUR: LESSONS FROM WILLIAM WILBERFORCE 
preface (Chuck Stetson ed., 2007) (citing historian Seymour Drescher who says they cost is estimated at about 20 
million pounds). However, most modern countries will actually see an economic benefit from eradicating slavery 
within their borders. See infra section of this paper.  
18
 William Wilberforce May 12, 1789, introducing a motion to Parliament to consider the Privy Council report.   
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grassroots movement, by holding the town meetings, handing out brochures, organizing boycotts 
of slave-made goods, and securing the citizens‘ names to petitions.19 Once the citizens began to 
understand the issues, most understood that slavery was an abomination to humanity. This 
effective strategy will be discussed as being valuable in the modern fight against slavery. 
Additionally, the abolitionists had a symbol created so that they could use fashion to focus 
people‘s attention on the problem.20 Clarkson asked his friend, Josiah Wedgewood, to create this 
symbol. The symbol that ended up being the physical manifestation for the cause was the 
Wedgewood Cameo, which depicted a slave kneeling with his shackles around his legs, and 
around the cameo it states ―Am I not a Man and a Brother?‖21 This medallion became a powerful 
symbol of human dignity and it adorned everything from snuffboxes to brooches. 
Through the grassroots focus, Wilberforce was able to peaceably change the rule of law 
in Britain, and additionally he was able to change the attitudes of the citizens towards the slavery 
issue. These movements started in Britain with Wilberforce and his circle of friends,
22
 and as a 
powerful leader in the world Great Britain emerged as a powerful advocate for those still in 
bondage.  
 
B. Abolition in the United States 
America recognized Wilberforce as a hero to humanity. Abraham Lincoln noted that Wilberforce 
was someone that in 1856 ―every school boy‖ in America knew.23 Frederick Douglass stated that 
Wilberforce ―finally thawed the British heart into sympathy for the slave, and moved the strong 
arm of government in mercy to put an end to this bondage. Let no American, especially no 
colored American, withhold generous recognition of his stupendous achievement—triumph of 
right over wrong of good over evil and a victory for the human race.‖24   
Although the scope of this paper does not allow a full recitation of the United States‘ 
tortured past with slavery there are a few highlights that will help with the current discussion 
concerning the abolition of modern day slavery including the use of the Underground Railroad, 
the civil war, and the Emancipation Proclamation. 
The United States also used a form of a ―grassroots movement‖; however, it was not used 
to try to change the law or the minds of the citizens, rather it was used to smuggle slaves out of 
the slaveholding South and into the free North or to Canada. In the United States, the 
                                                 
19
 STETSON, supra note 8, at 88. 
20
 Josiah Wedgewood was seen as ― instrumental in turning popular feeling in favour of the [abolitionist] movement. 
― By 1791 thousands of the medallion had been distributed and adapted to adorn snuff boxes, hat pins and brooches. 
Thomas Clarkson remarked on the impact of the Wedgewood cameo stating: ‗Fashion, which usually confines itself 
to worthless things was seen for once in the honourable office of promoting the cause of justice, humanity and 
freedom‘, and it is evident that through the success of the medallion. Wedgewood had achieved, at least in part, the 
desire to make known the suffering of the slave, for he believed that knowledge of the evils of the slave trade would 
inspire universal detestation of its cruelty and conviction of its injustice.‖ When Fashion Promoted the Cause of 
Humanity, WEDGWOOD REVIEW, available at http://www.thepotteries.org/did_you/005.htm. 
21
 STETSON, supra note 8, at 94.  
22
 Some refer to his core group of advocates as the Clapham Circle, named for the community where they meet or 
lived. However, this was not a term that Wilberforce or his circle of friends would have historically used, rather it 
was a term made up later to classify the group. Clifford Hill, Wilberforce & the Clapham Circle, in CREATING THE 
BETTER HOUR: LESSONS FROM WILLIAM WILBERFORCE 21 (Chuck Stetson ed., 2007).  
23
 CREATING THE BETTER HOUR: LESSONS FROM WILLIAM WILBERFORCE (Chuck Stetson ed., 2007). Today 
Wilberforce is not as well taught in the history books; however, with the introduction of the film Amazing Grace 
there appears to be a renewed interest in the important historical figure. 
24
 Id. 
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abolitionists started the Underground Railroad. Individual citizens who saw the indignations of 
slavery did what they could to help the slaves.  
 
IV. Abolitionists Succeed in Ridding the World of Slavery…or Do They? 
―What, to the American slave, is your Fourth of July? I answer: a day that reveals to him, more 
than all other days in the year, the gross injustice and cruelty to which he is the constant victim,‖ 
Frederick Douglass declared of America‘s Independence Day. 25  However, even after the 
Emancipation Proclamation in 1863 freed the Southern slaves, the injustice was not erased. In 
1865, the Thirteenth Amendment was passed, declaring slavery unconstitutional, but it did not 
end all vestiges of this institution. The federal government unfortunately began to intervene and 
to insert itself directly into the process of denying rights. Several southern states enacted laws 
that were created to attempt to solve the ―Negro question‖ and to recapture some of the work 
force of the freed slaves.
26
 One South Carolinian plantation owner wrote, ―There must . . . be 
stringent laws to control the negroes, and require them to fulfill their contract of labour on the 
farm.‖27 One way that the government did this was by requiring ―apprenticeships‖ for orphans or 
children of freed slaves whose parents were deemed incompetent.
28
 Additionally, in 1865 the 
Thirteenth Amendment allowed for involuntary servitude for duly convicted criminals. In the 
Pulitzer Prize winning book Slavery by Another Name, Douglas Blackmon describes the 
disturbing circumstances under which young black men were arrested and put in jail in the early 
1900s.
29
 When looking at the original records of the county jails Blackmon found that thousands 
of black men were arrested, convicted, and received jail time for minor offenses such as 
―changing employers without permission, vagrancy,30 riding a freight train without a ticket, 
engaging in sexual activity, or loud talk with a white woman.‖31 In the book Blackmon tries to 
give a voice to one of these men, Green Cottenham, who was arrested for not producing his work 
papers when asked. Cottenham was sentenced to 30 days of hard labor, but because he could not 
pay the court fees, his sentence was extended to one year. This prisoner was then ―leased‖ to the 
U.S. Steel Corporation for his sentence. There he spent all day digging and removing coal from 
the mine under dangerous conditions, and he was subjected to physical torture if he did not 
complete the necessary work.
32
 Cottenham, like hundreds of others, did not survive his ―lease‖ 
time. These men were then buried in mass graves on hilltops that were just recently 
rediscovered.
33
 For many, their families never knew what had become of their loved ones. 
Blackmon uncovered hundreds of thousands of pages of original public documents in Alabama 
alone, and over thirty-thousand pages in the Department of Justice Archives relating to this 
                                                 
25
Fredrick Douglass, Fourth of July Speech (presented July 4, 1852), available at 
http://www.historyplace.com/speeches/douglass.htm (last visited on September 1, 2009). 
26
 DOUGLAS A. BLACKMON, SLAVERY BY ANOTHER NAME 53 (2008). 
27
 Id. at 53 (citing the 1865 private journals of Henry William Ravenel). 
28
 Id. at 53 (discussing the Alabama legislation).  
29
 Id. 
30
 Vagrancy was so broadly defined beginning in 1865 that any freed slave who did not have a contract of 
employment was subject to arrest, and in four states an African American could not legally be hired without 
discharge papers from his or her previous employer. Other states made it illegal for a Black man to change 
employers without permission. BLACKMON, supra note 26, at 53-54. If a man did not have valid work papers on his 
person when asked by a police officer then he was guilty of vagrancy.  
31
 Id. at 7. 
32
 Id. at 2. Some of this Blackmon extrapolates by piecing together the stories of others who survived the ―leasing‖ 
to try to give Green Cottenham a voice.   
33
 Id. at 4-6. 
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forced labor. Blackmon explains that in the ―crude graveyards, the final chapter of American 
slavery had been buried. It was a form of bondage distinctly different from the antebellum South 
…[b]ut it was nonetheless slavery—a system in which armies of free men, guilty of no crimes 
and entitled to law to freedom, were compelled to labor without compensation were repeatedly 
bought and sold, and were forced to do the bidding of white masters through the regular 
application of extraordinary physical coercion.‖  
 Besides this obvious blemish on the freedom movement there were also the issues of 
continued sharecropping and debt bondage, which were sometimes used in order to keep the 
freed slaves on the plantations where they worked before. Frederick Douglass‘ definition of 
freedom clearly revolved around the ability to choose freely one‘s vocation. In his speech to the 
Anti-Slavery Society of Massachusetts in April of 1865, he defined freedom as ―the right to 
choose one‘s own employment,‖ arguing that ―when any individual or combination of 
individuals…undertakes to decide for any man when he shall work, where he shall work, at what 
he shall work, and for what he shall work, he or they practically reduce him to slavery.‖34 It is 
interesting to note that Douglass did not want the government to intervene to give him more but 
rather he thought that freedom was truly fulfilled when one can work free from encumbrances 
for his earnings. 
In hindsight, history does reveal things that can assist the ardent observer in making 
better choices when faced with a similar situation. In the case of ending the trans-Atlantic slave 
trade and abolishing slavery especially in the U.S. Southern states, there were significant 
setbacks that led to generational consequences for the freed African slaves. Kevin Bales, the 
leading researcher and scholar in the area of modern day slavery and human trafficking, has 
stated, If the path to freedom is not as smooth as we can make it, if it leads only to lives of 
continued exploitation, then the problem is not solved; it is merely postponed.‖35 Bales explains 
that one of the problems is that after the American civil war freedom finally came to all slaves 
but that was the problem, it was only freedom, and more was needed.
36
 Slavery is theft—theft of 
work, service, and even children. The federal government had originally set up a Freedmen‘s 
Bureau that was responsible for setting up educational programs, and the formula of ―forty acres 
and a mule.‖ The Bureau was quickly dissipated. Bales explains that it is just this type of mixture 
of education and skills that can bring stable freedom to ex-slaves.
37
 However, the newly freed 
slaves in the United States did not receive needed support to help them establish their new 
lives.
38
  
We cannot repeat these same mistakes as we attempt to free the 27 million slaves 
throughout the world. It does not matter if we are freeing a brothel of women who have been 
trafficked, or a village who has been enslaved to work in the quarries for generations; there needs 
to be a safety net set up so that they do not become enslaved again.  
 
                                                 
34
 Jonathan J. Bean, The Party of Lincoln, and of Douglass: Rediscovering Frederick Douglass in the Age of 
Obama, NATIONAL REVIEW ONLINE, July 4, 2009, 
http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=ZmUxY2MxZGMyMjQ4Zjk5NTg0YTJlOGVlZDBlOTM2NWU=&w=MA. 
35
 KEVIN BALES, UNDERSTANDING GLOBAL SLAVERY: A READER 5 (2005). 
36
 Id. at 5. 
37
 Id.  
38
 Bales discusses the importance a society has in making sure that one gives support to newly freed slaves stating 
that ―Helping freed slaves achieve full lives is one of the best investments a government or society can make. We 
know the alternative: that way lies Jim Crow and a horrible waste of human potential. It also gives birth to anger, 
retribution, vengeance, hatred, and violence.‖ Id. at 6. 
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V. Natural Law and Slavery—A Brief Look 
Ownership of slaves was considered prestigious, freeing slaves would violate the sacred right to 
private property, and Wilberforce was vilified for trying to end the slave trade because as some 
slaveholders stated ―the happiest days of an Africans life was when he was shipped away from 
the barbarities of his home life.‖ Statements like this are unheard of in today‘s society because 
civilization has recognized that the act of owning another human being is morally repugnant to 
what it means to be human; however, as was mentioned earlier these were some of the 
oppositions to ending the Trans-Atlantic slave trade.
39
 Slavery is clearly against the ―laws of 
nature and of nature‘s God‖40—this would seem to be a truism understood by all; however, this 
is actually a controversial assertion.  
This author submits that many slaveholders and citizens have known this truth even if it 
was not always accepted. For example, stating that the African people would be happier in the 
West was a justification the slaveholder held up to the world to defend his behavior. Since the 
refined Englishmen did not understand the village ways of the African tribes they could 
disconnect it as something other, and in their own minds think no one would want to live in those 
types of villages, because they themselves would not want to live in them. It was just a way to 
disassociate the humanity of the African people because if slaveholders recognized that the 
slaves enjoyed their life in Africa, then there could be no justification for purchasing kidnapped 
slaves, transporting them, and then and selling them to the highest bidder – all for economic 
gain. 
Slavery was considered socially acceptable and even philosophers developed 
explanations to try to understand how this socially acceptable practice fit together with the other 
truths they knew to be correct. In short, although some of the great philosophers of the past may 
appear to be advocating for slavery, their writings are more justifying a current social trend than 
making a pronouncement of absolute truth.   
John Locke explained that slavery must be understood in the context of man‘s nature as 
the image bearer of his Creator. He explains that the state of nature has a law of nature that 
governs it, and for Locke this law of nature is the law of God.
41
 He further states that man in the 
state of nature is equally independent, but no one can harm others in life, liberty, or health 
because all ―men being the workmanship of one omnipotent and infinitely wise maker, . . . they 
are His property.‖42 Locke further states that a man must preserve himself, and should not 
willfully quit his station in life.
43
 Therefore, a man cannot sell himself into slavery. In the Of 
Slavery section of the Second Treatise on Government Locke explains,  
―This freedom from absolute, arbitrary power is so necessary to, and 
closely joined with, a man‘s preservation, that he cannot part with it but by what 
forfeits his preservation and life together. For a man, not having the power of his 
own life, cannot by compact or his own consent enslave himself to anyone, nor 
put himself under the absolute, arbitrary power of another to take away his life 
                                                 
39
 See supra sections above. Admiral Lord Nelson exclaiming that he would not let allow any infringement on the 
rights of the slaveholding plantation owners wrote ―while I have an arm to fight in their defense or a tongue to 
launch my voice against the damnable doctrine of Wilberforce and his hypocritical allies.‖ Pollock, supra note 15, at 
7. 
40
 United States Declaration of Independence (1776).  This phrase refers to both natural law and revealed or divine 
law.  
41
 JOHN LOCKE, THE SECOND TREATISE OF GOVERNMENT 4 (Barnes & Noble, 2004) (1690). 
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 Id. at 4. 
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when he pleases. Nobody can give more power than he has himself, and he that 
cannot take away his own life cannot give another power over it.‖44 
Some have argued that slavery cannot be against natural law because it was allowed for 
in the Bible. Locke in addition to explaining why the law of God forbids a people selling 
themselves or another into slavery further demonstrates the differences between the slavery 
discussed in the Bible and true slavery. Locke admits:  
―I confess, we find among the Jews, as well as other nations, that men did sell 
themselves; but, it is plain, this was only to drudgery, not to slavery: for, it is 
evident, the person sold was not under an absolute, arbitrary, despotical power: 
for the master could not have power to kill him, at any time, whom, at a certain 
time, he was obliged to let go free out of his service; and the master of such a 
servant was so far from having an arbitrary power over his life, that he could not, 
at pleasure, so much as maim him, but the loss of an eye, or tooth, set him free, 
Exod. xxi.‖45 
Thus according to Locke a slave must by definition be ―under the absolute, arbitrary power of 
another, to take away his life, when he pleases;‖ and in scriptures the ―slavery‖ institution that a 
person could sell himself into the person was not to be―under an absolute, arbitrary, despotical 
power.‖46 Additionally, the Bible specifically forbids kidnapping someone and selling him or her 
into slavery (termed ―man stealing‖). 
Although slavery still exists, very few slaveholders base their ownership claim on their 
slave on a natural right. Rather, most slaveholders will have elaborate reasons to justify their 
keeping of slaves, not based on the correctness of the institution but based on extrinsic, 
pragmatic features of the system. Modern slave owners provide justification for utilizing slave 
labor including: 1) my loan helped people in emergency; 2) they asked for the advance; 3) if it 
weren‘t for me these people would be homeless; 4) If I release these people they will be jobless; 
5) If I am not repaid I would lose money; 6) the industry would fail if it could not use forced 
labor; 7) the workers would be free if they paid off the loans; 8) you are just picking on my 
operation or industry; 9) brokers brought me these people and I didn‘t know how they were paid 
for or what freedoms they had; 10) even if the law says that the loan is canceled the workers still 
have a moral obligation to repay the debt.
47
 
If slavery does not violate a natural law principle or if it is not a matter of absolute truth, 
then how do we combat a culture that says that it is our tradition that one caste should serve 
another? If the only way to define truth is a post-modern or cultural relativism, then there is no 
standing for an outsider to step in to say that this behavior or practice is wrong. Additionally, 
these traditions can be imported to other countries. Multiculturalism can be a principle that 
brings us beautiful traditions from many other cultures; however, some of these traditions 
include having slaves as housemaids such as the restaveks in Haitian culture. The child slavery 
problem in Haiti is deeply rooted in the traditional culture of Haitian community.
48
 
The restavek system was exposed in E. Benjamin Skinner‘s book, A Crime So Monstrous, 
where he demonstrated how one could go from sitting in an apartment in the U.S. to buying a 
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 Id. at 13-14. 
45
 Id. at 14. 
46
 Id. 
47
 DAVID BATSTONE, NOT FOR SALE: THE RETURN OF THE GLOBAL SLAVE TRADE—AND HOW WE CAN FIGHT IT 95-
97(2007) (quoting from IJM‘s factsheet). 
48
 . BENJAMIN SKINNER, A CRIME SO MONSTROUS: FACE-TO-FACE WITH MODERN-DAY SLAVERY 40 (2008). 
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Haitian child (in Haiti) for $50 in about 5 hours. In the market place they sell leather whips 
which are for the children who are considered ―little animals‖ and there is a saying that ―It is the 
whip which makes the little guy walk.‖49 Skinner explains how you can always spot the slave 
children because they are much shorter and lighter than the average child is, they have no shoes 
or outsized shoes, they often have burns on their body, and they do not make eye contact. They 
are forced to work from dawn to night for no pay and the girls are often sexually abused (they 
are ―for this and that‖ as the owners will say). These slaves are beaten almost daily.50 These child 
slaves are called restaveks or ―stay with‘s.‖ 51 This cultural tradition is so strong that Haitian 
families will occasionally bring their restaveks to the United States as well. 
52
 The traffickers will 
describe their work in humanitarian terms explaining that they place the children for their own 
good. From a multicultural perspective, it is difficult to justify intervention of the outside 
community to say that this is wrong.  
In the United States both former Ambassador John Miller
53
 and former President Bush 
have explained that there is a moral law that stands above men and above nations and this law 
can be called upon to call slavery the abomination it is in any context. Additionally, the founding 
documents of the United States extol the virtues of freedom and liberty. Some discount this 
because there was slavery at the time these great documents were written; however, at the time 
these documents represented hope. In his ―Fourth of July 1852 Oration‖ Frederick Douglass did 
not refer to the U.S. Constitution as a compromise document as so many at the time were doing, 
but rather he called our Constitution the ―Glorious Liberty Document.‖ Douglass further 
concluded,―I do not despair of this country…‗The arm of the Lord is not shortened,‘ and the 
doom of slavery is certain.‖54  
A careful discussion of the truth will help show slaves like Yebawwa, discussed in the 
introduction, that they are worthy of freedom. Without changing the mindset of the slaveholders 
and the slaves the cycle of abuse will not be broken—it will merely be postponed as alluded to 
by Bales. Before discussing how to end slavery a discussion of what modern day slavery looks 
like is beneficial. 
 
VI. Modern Day Slavery 
―They are livestock with brains and motor skills to do factory work or they can be your sex toy, 
care for your children, or run your shop.‖ When E. Benjamin Skinner, a well-documented 
researcher in this area, first began his research, he had been told that it was ―one of the greatest 
human rights challenges of [his] generation.‖55 However, when he first visited any new country 
his greatest challenge was finding a single slave. Then he explains that after immersing himself 
in the culture ―I went through the looking glass. Then the slaves were everywhere.‖56 He 
explains that once you recognize that there is one slave you will see that there are millions. 
                                                 
49
 Id. at 5. 
50
 Haiti has the highest rate of corporal punishment. SKINNER, supra note 48, at 34. 
51
 SKINNER, supra note 48, at 5-6. 
52
Skinner discusses one troubling cases, Willy and Marie Pompee, where a young girl was raped, worked hard and 
forced to eat garbage in Miami, Florida. Id. at 9. 
53
 The first Ambassador of the Office to Monitor and Combat in Trafficking in Persons. 
54
 Jonathan J. Bean, The Party of Lincoln, and of Douglass: Rediscovering Frederick Douglass in the Age of 
Obama, NATIONAL REVIEW ONLINE, July 4, 2009, 
http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=ZmUxY2MxZGMyMjQ4Zjk5NTg0YTJlOGVlZDBlOTM2NWU=&w=MA. 
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 SKINNER, supra note 48, at xvii. This comment was told to Mr. Skinner by Ambassador John Miller.  
56
 Id. at xvii.  
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Modern day slavery sometimes is labeled with the term ―invisible,‖ but in reality, many slaves 
toil out in the open in respectable businesses. David Batstone, Founder of the organization 
NotforSale, and author of the book by the same title, recounts how he found out that one of his 
favorite Indian restaurants was actually operating utilizing slave labor.
57
 The Indian restaurant 
was exposed when a seventeen-year-old girl was found and a fifteen-year-old girl were poisoned 
by carbon monoxide in the apartment where they were being held by their slaveholder. The 
slaveholder (who ran several restaurants and owned several apartment buildings) refused to take 
the girls to the hospital, and instead rolled them up in a carpet to dispose of them. During a 
struggle to get them into the van, a passerby saw the scene, and called 911. The slaveholder was 
prosecuted and it was found that he had secured several false visas and identities to traffic 
hundreds of adults and children from India to the United States.
58
 These children worked in a 
restaurant that was open to the public. However, many slaves do work behind the secure walls of 
individual homes where there is little to no contact with the outside world. These slaves may 
aptly be labeled invisible, but to help end injustice, they must be found. This invisibility 
exacerbates the issues in dealing with modern-slavery. 
Although the statistics are difficult, if not impossible to verify, most researchers have 
estimated 27 million people are currently enslaved in one or another form of slavery,
59
 and 
between 600,000 and 800,000 (some have it as high as 2 million victims) are trafficked 
internationally, with as many as 17,500 people trafficked into the United States each year.
60
 It is 
estimated that there are at least 15 million bonded slaves in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and 
Nepal alone.
61
 Most agree that more women are victims then men with some estimates as high as 
three out of every four slaves being women, and about half of slaves are children.
62
 As 
Ambassador John Miller explains, the victims do not stand in a line and wait to be counted.
63
 
Therefore, it is almost impossible to get an accurate count on how many slaves exist right now. 
As one abolitionist put it whatever the number it is big, and to him is meaningless, because as 
Stalin pontificated, ―The death of one man is a tragedy. The death of a million men is a 
statistic.‖64 According to the organization Underground Railroad Freedom Center, ―We are 
living in the midst of a tragic paradox: no longer is there an underground network to guide slaves 
to freedom, but rather, there is an underground criminal network to entrap people and sell them 
into slavery.‖65 The practice of slavery has now been accepted as a crime against humanity, and 
in a report to the United Nations the International Law Commission acknowledged that the 
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 BATSTONE, supra note 47, at 1-3, 7. 
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―prohibition against slavery is one of the oldest and best settled rules of jus cogens.‖ Therefore, 
no nation would openly sanctify slavery, yet slavery persists.  
 
C. Why use the term Modern Day Slavery? 
Slavery has been known by a number of names such as ―the peculiar institution‖, the social 
system‖ and the ―impediment‖ said Frederick Douglass, but whatever one calls it is nothing but a 
―new skin‖ on an old snake.‖66 Some bureaucrats were worried about using the term slavery to 
describe the atrocities of today.
67
 This is why there is some confusion of terms. Some use the 
term trafficking to mean slavery as a sort of euphemism. Newspapers will call behavior slave-
like, for fear of offending someone by calling it slavery. Finally, there was a compromise in the 
U.S. State Department and the term modern-day slavery was approved.
68
 Slavery is about more 
than occasions of cruelty; as Wilberforce exclaimed it is about the ―abitual immorality and 
degradation and often grinding suffering of poor victims of this wicked system…the systematic 
misery of their situation.‖69 Although chattel slavery is very rare today, found only in Sudan and 
Mauritania,
70
 modern slavery is no less degrading. The definition of slavery is often disputed 
among those who make the laws and policies; for example, some think that all prostitution is 
slavery, and others define organ-selling as slavery.
71
 Slavery can be defined using the following 
three prongs: the slave holder must exercise control over the slave based on fraud, violence or 
the threat of violence; the slave does not receive any payment for his/her work beyond 
subsistence; and the slave‘s labor or other qualities are exploited for the slaveholder‘s economic 
gain.
72
 The key component of slavery is the control of one person by another,
73
 so if the worker 
is free to leave work and go home to his family or free to pick another employer then he cannot 
be a slave. In short, a slave must be ―compelled to work, through force or fraud, for no pay 
beyond subsistence.‖74 
There are many atrocities in the world that some call slavery including ―sweatshops‖ 
when children or women have to work in factories for very little pay, or migrant workers who are 
paid very little ―by the piece‖ of fruit picked. Even though this is indeed tragic, it is difficult for 
us to assess these circumstances using our sensitivities as an outside observer without more 
information. For instance, it might be summer time for the children that are working or the small 
amount the migrant worker is paid by the piece might be considered very good money in their 
native country, or these might both be cases of reductions of human dignity. However, as long as 
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the workers are free to leave the workplace then these are not considered cases of slavery. 
However, it would be difficult to deny that it is slavery when a child as young as 7-years-old is 
beaten, malnourished, and forced to be a camel jockey in Dubai;
75
 when a girl is forced into a 
brothel to be raped by men old enough to be her grandfather; or when children is forced into 
domestic servitude in Haiti. 
This paper only deals with people that are compelled to work through force, fraud, or 
coercion, are not free to leave their situation, and are not paid for their labor, and thus meet the 
definition of slavery.  
 
 
D. Types of Modern Day Slavery 
Due to the sensational aspects of sexual slavery, the media coverage of this type of story is 
greater than other forms of slavery. Moreover, forced prostitution dominates the political agenda, 
thus the public can get a skewed perception that this is the only form of slavery that society is 
dealing with in modern times. However, the slaveholders have realized that slaves can be a 
commodity in any business and in any occupation, so really the only limit to where you may find 
slaves is the economic imagination of the slaveholder. There are many forms of modern day 
slavery, the most common include debt bondage, forced labor, forced prostitution, and child 
prostitution. Even prison labor can at times be considered a form of slavery. 
 
i. DEBT BONDAGE 
There are two basic forms of debt bondage and are both considered slavery. In the first form of 
debt bondage the person and the labor the person can produce becomes collateral for the debt.
76
 
This is the form normally found in India, although it has been outlawed in India by very strong 
laws. An example of this form of debt bondage is the quarries in Uttar Pradesh Village in India.
77
 
The entire Kols tribe (in one of the lowest castes) are under the rule of a series of slave-owners, 
and they are forced to create handmade sand from stone quarries. Generations of families are 
held in debt bondage. Children are not exempt from the forced work in the quarry. Children as 
young as five hauled rocks, and worked in the pits making sand by smashing rocks with a 
hammer.
78
 Although the debts that put the families in the stone quarries are illegal, there is no 
enforcement of the law. There is a complete breakdown of the rule of law, so slaveholders are 
able to hold the families in the quarries and to inflict violence on them with impunity.
79
 Although 
the debt is technically illegal (therefore they are technically free), the families see themselves as 
slaves because that is all they ever have known.
80
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The second type of debt bondage is when the labor could be applied to the debt, but for 
various reasons the debt can never be paid off.
81
 The slaveholder will utilize false accounting or 
very high non-negotiated changeable interest rates.
82
 Recently, this has been happening to 
migrant workers and to coerced or defrauded women who are brought from their homes to work 
in the sex trade. After the slaveholder induces or coerces the victims into slavery, the slaveholder 
then tells them that they must repay exorbitant travel costs under threat of violence. The 
slaveholder will feed and house the slave (many times in a fashion that is less then desirable and 
at times is dangerous), and the slave‘s labor goes to paying for basic living not towards debt. The 
debt is consistently increased for minor ―living expenses.‖ Normally the only way for any slave 
in debt bondage to get out of debt is for someone from the outside to pay the debt and if not the 
debt is passed onto children.   
 A slaveholder can use small loans to enslave an entire village. This is what happened to 
slaves in a small village in Southeast Asia who were forced to work in a rice mill for up to 18 
hours a day, and were prohibited from leaving the walled complex. As happens in many slave 
situations, some of the slaves in the village committed suicide because they saw no way out of 
the relentless oppression. When a slave tried to flee from the bondage he was captured and 
beaten almost to death, and then to set an example, he was chained to his bed each night for the 
rest of his time at the mill. In this case, the slaves eventually had reason for hope because after a 
long investigation International Justice Mission, an American based anti-slavery NGO, assisted 
the local police task force in a raid of the rice mill that freed the bonded slaves.
83
 
 
ii. FORCED LABOR 
Forced labor occurs when the slaveholder forces the slave to work for him for no pay. 
Sometimes this is because the slaveholder has taken the slave as pillage while raiding the 
slave‘s village. Other times the slaveholder may promise either the slave or the slave‘s family 
that the slave with be given some sort of career or education opportunity, and then when the 
slave is transported, the slave is then forced to work and receive no benefit except perhaps 
housing and food. In many of these cases, the slaves have reported that they have been forced to 
sleep on the floor or in the basement or even outside and that was considered housing. The food 
is many times scraps from the family‘s dinner, and many slaves have recounted eating out of the 
garbage to try to get enough to eat.
84
 Hunger is a recurrent theme in most slaves‘ narratives. The 
types of jobs the slaves are forced to do can range from a domestic worker in a home, to a child 
forced to be a soldier in a war against his own family.  
First, the domestic slave is someone who will clean the house and/or take care of the 
children of the home. Domestic servitude is very common in some cultures. In the United 
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States, some of the cases that are reported center around people who are from a culture where 
slavery is accepted as part of the culture and having a domestic slave, while not legal, is 
something that the law does not prosecute.
 85
 Each of the slave to slaveholder relationships even 
in the context of domestic servitude is marked by an attempt to belittle the slave so that she is 
more submissive. This is done in numerous ways normally through harsh punishments for small 
infractions of house rules. Additionally, the slaveholder will keep the slave isolated as much as 
possible, and will keep all of the slave‘s travel documents locked away. The females who are 
forced into domestic servitude are also many times raped by their ―owners.‖ In some cases, a 
domestic worker is kept primarily for the sexual desires of the slave holder. One such case 
involved a 16-year-old girl from Tibet whose family was living in a refugee camp in southern 
India.
86
 A minister from the U.S. visited the refugee camp and told the young girl‘s parents that 
he could offer her an education and better opportunities in the United States. Her brother-in-law 
lobbied her parents to let her go, and made a financial deal with the minister who trafficked her. 
When she came to the United States she was forced to do all of the housework, and she was 
sexually abused by the ―minister‖ at night. What is different about this case is that the minister 
did send her to school, but threatened to have her family back in India harmed if she told any 
one of her treatment. Later two of her cousins were trafficked in a similar manner, so she 
mustered up the courage to go to the local police. The minister was arrested, convicted, and sent 
to prison.
87
 This is not typical of how these cases turn out since most of the domestic servants 
toil and suffer in silence for years with no end in sight.  
 The second form of forced labor is the agricultural worker. Some of the slaves who work 
in the agriculture fields are migrant workers and are moved to different areas to harvest crops. 
These workers are forced to pick fruit and vegetables, and sometimes to prepare fields for 
planting. Typically, these workers come to the United States or to other countries with the 
promise that they will be able to make a living doing this work and send money they make back 
home to support their families. However, once they arrive in the destination country their travel 
documents are seized, they do not know the language, and they are forced to live in horrid 
conditions in trailers packed with many other migrant workers. They are told if they run away 
they will be jailed for being in a foreign country without papers, and they are threatened with 
violence against themselves and their family.  
There becomes a fine line between human smuggling and human trafficking in these 
cases. In short, human smuggling is when both parties are willing participants in a transaction 
that gets a non-citizen over the border.
88
 Smuggling is a voluntary transaction, and once the 
smuggler and the person being smuggled get to the destination country, they will go their 
separate ways.
89
 Human smuggling is a crime and both parties could receive criminal penalties.
90
 
The problem is that sometimes during this arrangement the smuggled individual may become a 
victim of trafficking. Human trafficking will be discussed later, but for purposes here, it is when 
the smuggled victim, through force, fraud, or coercion, will not be free to leave once in the 
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destination country and will be forced to labor. When dealing with migrant workers, this 
difference between smuggling and trafficking becomes blurred. Individuals who are desperate to 
find work in a different country become vulnerable. They may pay the smuggler substantial 
amounts of money to get them across the border only to be forced into slavery once across the 
border.
91
  
 As a side note, these categories (forced labor and debt bondage) are fungible as most of 
the time the ―coyote‖92 or human smuggler who traffics the agricultural worker (or even the sex 
worker for that matter) into the country will actually charge the now slave for his/her voyage and 
for forge documentation to get into the country of choice; thus, the slave owes a debt that he/she 
must work off. 
 Third, child soldiers are the young children that are found in or sought out from enemy 
villages and then taken to be used soldiers against their own village or family members.
93
 Some 
do not classify these children as slaves; however, they meet the definition proffered above for 
slavery. These children are taken from their families, and forced by violence or the threat of 
violence to take up arms and to fight with a rebel army. Finally, the actions these children are 
performing give the rebel armies a significant advantage in battle. These children, mostly very 
young boys, are severely traumatized. Their captors force these children to kill at an early age, 
and many have witnessed their family brutally slain in front of their eyes by those that now hold 
them captive.
94
 The psychological and spiritual damage that is inflicted on these children is 
immense. While this type of slavery and human trafficking is not normally dealt with inside the 
borders of most Western countries, many NGO‘s have recognized the need for these children to 
have assistance during the liberation process and then to have treatment options available after 
they are freed.
95
 These children are especially vulnerable to the problems associated with an 
inability to love and to bond, which occurs when one is taken from the family unit during certain 
formative years (discussed below).  
 Fourth is hard labor like construction, landscaping, and mining.
96
 This has been the basis 
for several cases in the United States including the famous ―granite quarry case‖. Fifth, slave 
labor can be used in the hospitality industries such as hotels or restaurants.
97
 This is especially 
true with restaurants that focus on ethnic foods; however, even in this case many times the slaves 
are relegated to working in the ―back of the house‖ cooking or doing dishes. 
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Finally, slaves are used to peddle or beg, as in the deaf Mexicans case discussed below,
 98
 
or in any industry that is not regulated well. One example of an unregulated business is church 
choirs, and one enterprising criminal thought of a way to exploit young boys to make a profit 
using his position as a pastor in a church. Pastor Grimes recruited young boys from Zambia to 
sing in a traveling choir all over the United States. He promised the parents of the boys that they 
would receive a U.S. education, and that they would be able to send money back to help support 
their family. However, none of this materialized, and the boys were forced to work long hours 
and were not paid. The boys also endured difficult living conditions, and they were not provided 
with proper nutritious food (what they were given they had to cook themselves and it was 
deducted from their ―pay‖).99 In essence, slaveholders are often savvy criminals and inventive 
businesspersons and will look for opportunities to exploit their new cheap human commodity to 
make a profit in many different businesses.  
 
iii. FORCED PROSTITUTION & CHILD PROSTITUTION 
While theoretically forced prostitution and child prostitution are technically forms of forced 
labor, they are broken out because there are so many unique aspects to this type of modern day 
slavery. Children are forced into prostitutions all throughout the world. In many areas, especially 
Southeast Asia, the most valuable prostitute is a child. One abolitionist launched a project to 
reach the street kids in Northern Thailand, and found that many if not most of those children did 
not come from Thailand but rather came from Burma with some coming from Vietnam, 
Cambodia, and Laos.
100
 The sex industry in Thailand does not discriminate on the basis of 
gender of children, and most of the children this abolitionist worked with were boys who had 
been conned into traveling to Thailand by a trafficker who used another 14-year-old boy to 
entice the boys‘ parents with scholarships to good schools in Thailand. Of course, once the boys 
arrived in Thailand they were forced to act as sex slaves and to sell themselves repeatedly in sex 
bars.
101
  
Since a child can never consent to being prostituted then it is always considered slavery 
and/or trafficking; however, for adult women prostitution has been the most discussed and the 
most controversial form of slavery. There is a segment of scholars that contend that all 
prostitution is slavery because it always puts women in a subservient position to a man, and they 
contend that slavery should always be outlawed.
102
 There are others who believe that prostitution 
is only slavery if through force or coercion the women is made to engage in sex for money, and 
the women herself does not make the money and she is not free to leave the business.
103
 Even if 
one agrees that only the latter should be considered slavery that does not end this debate. 
Countries and activist groups have argued about which is the best way to safeguard the human 
rights of women in the community. 
104
  The community needed to determine a way to dissuade 
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criminals from forcing women into the sex industry, and provide a safe environment for those 
who are already held captive to be able to get the help they need to get out of slavery. The 
question is how a country achieves these goals.  
One model is legalization of all prostitution.
105
 The argument proceeds that if it is 
legalized then there would be a greater supply in the market for prostitution. This would make it 
less profitable for traffickers. Since there would be legal brothels the consumers would not risk 
going to a non-legal brothel, and there would be government oversight of the brothels and red 
light districts. This, as the theory goes, would make it more difficult for a trafficker to force 
someone into prostitution. This model is used in parts of Australia, Netherlands, Germany, and 
one state in the United States.
106
  
A second model, referred to as the Swedish Model, argues that since the act of 
prostitution still does put women in a position of gross inequality in terms of bargaining rights 
that society should not criminalize the women‘s behavior for trying to make a living. 107 
Therefore, the customers (―Johns‖) can still be held guilty of a criminal offense of buying sex, 
but the act of selling sex will no longer be criminal.  
Finally, there is the criminalization model that, as the name implies, states that since 
prostitution is morally wrong and degrading to women no matter if they consent or not, even if 
they are in control of their own money, it should be criminalized. 
108
 Under this model 
prostitution is illegal and as such the prostitute, the John, and anyone else involved in the process 
can all be found criminally guilty of prostitution. As many researchers have pointed out there has 
not been any systematic quantitative research to determine what effect these models have on the 
number of forced prostitution victims in a particular state or area.
109
 However, there is evidence 
that forced prostitution is still found in each of these systems which leads to the conclusion that 
the legality of prostitution although it might change the profit structure slightly for the trafficker 
is not dramatic enough to deter the incidences all together.
110
 The legalization of prostitution 
debate is important; however, it does not appear to have that much bearing on the issue of forced 
prostitution, and in some cases, it is a red herring that detracts advocates from the broader 
picture.
111
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iv. PRISON LABOR (SOMETIMES CONSIDERED MODERN-DAY SLAVERY) 
In Nazi Germany slave prison labor became an integral part of satisfying the great labor demands 
of the Nazi war machine, and he prison labor proved to be a valuable way for the Nazis to 
neutralize threats to their power.
112
  The intention of the leaders in Nazi Germany was to make 
sure that the labor continued in Germany at all costs. During a speech delivered to a group of SS 
Generals on October 4, 1943 at Posen, Himmler stated, ―What happens to a Russian, to a Czech, 
does not interest me in the slightest. What the nations can offer in the way of good blood of our 
type, we will take, if necessary by kidnapping their children and raising them here with us. 
Whether nations live in prosperity or starve to death interests me only in so far as we need them 
as slaves for our Kultur: otherwise, it is of no interest to me. Whether 10,000 Russian females 
fall down from exhaustion while digging an anti-tank ditch interests me only in so far as the anti-
tank ditch for Germany is finished." 
113
  The ―prisons‖ or labor camps were filled with people 
who were prisoners of war, or who allegedly spoke out against the government, or whom the 
government deemed unfit for freedom. The government had lost all semblance of a rule of law, 
so since the fundamental guarantees (such as due process of law, a right to defend yourself in 
court, etc.) that one should be afforded before being incarcerated were not provided in Nazi 
Germany this would distinguish this situation from many other prison labor systems. 
 There is a debate in modern times whether a person can be enslaved while in a state run 
prison system because most of the time someone is in prison because he or she did something 
that was unlawful and through the prison system the prisoner is being rehabilitated from or being 
punished
114
 for that unlawful deed. Once it is determined that the prisoner is indeed working to 
produce a good while in prison this does not always signify that there is a problem in the system. 
There is a fine line between when a situation is a case of a prison abusing its authority, an unfair 
labor practice, or when it is a true act of slavery. Trying to determine if prison labor is indeed 
slave labor is a ―thorny‖ issue to Bales, since it ―depends primarily on the legitimacy of the 
government control and the fairness of the justice system.‖115  
This is an area that is just starting to garner more interest in the United States as it is once 
again using prisoners to make more goods.
116
  As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, 
prison labor in the U.S. had its roots in the continuation of slavery. However, since then the U.S. 
has used the prison population to make a variety of things from license plates to their own food. 
Normally this was an opt-in program, and it was considered a privilege to be able to work and to 
earn at least some money while incarcerated. More recently there have been reports of U.S. 
companies using prisoners as outsourced laborers.
117
 They are paid very little, and of course, 
they cannot leave. In some reports, the work is voluntary and in some there is some compulsion 
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like loss of ―good time‖ days if a prisoner chooses not to work. There needs to be more research 
done on these cases in the U.S. because at first blush they do not appear to be slavery cases 
because the prisoner is in the prison for a lawful reason. He has been afforded his constitutional 
due process rights, and except in rare situations, the person has committed the crime he was 
convicted of committing. 
Less well known than the Nazi version, ―Arbeit Macht Frei‖ on the gates of Auschwitz, 
the prisons in China use the slogan Laogai, which means ―reform through labor.‖118 On the 
prison gates in China the motto ―reform first, production second‖ appears, and inside the 
prisoners have to tolerate forced labor, political indoctrination, and physical abuse. Many of the 
prisoners are imprisoned for things like suspicion that they spoke out against the government or 
for holding rallies on democracy. One Chinese prisoner who escaped to the United States to 
speak about these appalling conditions is Harry Wu. He first brought the Laogai system to the 
attention of the world in his book entitled LAOGAI: THE CHINESE GULAG
119
 where he detailed his 
time in the brutal labor prison system in China.
120
  Mr. Wu was imprisoned for political criticism 
when he was a young adult, and he was force to endure 19 years of hard labor as his sentence.  
 While Western civilization enjoys many safeguards in our trial advocacy system, in 
China ―the Laojiao (reeducation through labor) component of the Laogai system, which 
reappeared in the early 1980s and allows for the arrest and detention of petty criminals for up to 
three years without formal charge or trial, is not even considered by the Chinese government to 
qualify as a prison. Rather, it is regarded as a form of administrative detention and is often 
employed against political and religious dissidents.‖121 In these Laogai prisons, the inmates 
would make products that had little cost for the labor because the government provided 
insufficient food (for some it was not enough to keep them alive), the workdays were long, and 
the living conditions in the prison were hazardous.
122
 If the prisoners failed to work hard enough 
they were met with severe physical punishment. 
 
E. Analogy Between Modern Slavery and Trans-Atlantic Slavery 
Although the slaveholders have thought of many different ways to use and humiliate their 
fellow human beings, modern day slavery although packaged differently provides the same 
destruction to human dignity that the Trans-Atlantic Slave trade did years ago. It is important to 
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look at the similarities between the two, and that people call immorality ―immorality.‖ 
According to the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center, slavery in modern times is 
comparable to the slavery that has existed for centuries in that these characteristics are found: 
―Control through violence or threat of violence; Exploitation for profit and Loss of free will.‖123 
It is equally important to consider the differences between the two trades so that an action 
plan to deal with modern-day slavery can be well crafted taking into account the unique 
circumstances facing the modern cultural and legal environments. Finally, as noted above it is 
important to learn from past mistakes and successes in freeing the slaves to learn from history so, 
as George Santayana warns, we are not condemned to make the same mistakes. 
First, the most important difference from an abolitionist standpoint is that slavery is not 
technically legal anywhere (although there are still places that it is tolerated); thus, all slavery is 
underground (akin to terrorism). In some countries, the tradition of slavery is so strong that 
many still believe slavery is legal in that country. One example is Mauritania, which technically 
outlawed slavery 20 years ago and then outlawed it again in 2007 because there were still so 
many slaves. However, merely passing a law has done nothing to stop the deep tradition of 
taking and keeping slaves in the country. The citizens have complained that the laws are not 
being enforced, and that the slaves are tied economically so tight to their masters that they 
would not know what to do with their freedom.
124
 Slavery is not legal in modern times; 
however, some slave owners try to justify their action based on several reasons. A common 
reason that slavery is justified in modern times is based on religion or culture. In Ghana, priests 
take young girls known as ―Trokosi‖ slaves and make these girls fulfill the sexual fetishes of the 
priest. Many Trokosi slaves are forced to bear children for the priest.
125
 Likewise, in the caste 
system even the slaves believe that serving those in a higher caste is the best way for them to 
have a better life when they get to heaven. Another reason that slavery is justified is that the 
slave willingly signed a contract of debt. However, in many of these debt contracts the debtor is 
illiterate and will end up with terms that change and are impossible to meet. In some situations, 
the product of the slave‘s labor is the slave owner‘s, and the slave is given no more than food to 
eat and shelter so it is impossible to get out of the debt without intervention. Another way that 
the debt contract could be biased is if the slave is being ―paid‖ a small sum but then there are 
deductions for food, shelter etc., and then high interest fees are added—the slave never sees the 
money nor do they really know what amount is going against their debt. There are numerous 
cases of generational debts over very small amounts of money. The slaveholders in these 
situations have a warped way of seeing their role in this scenario, and see themselves as doing 
something good by providing housing and food. Slaveholders have justified the abuse of slaves 
as the same as the discipline that a parent gives to a child.  A final way that modern day 
slaveholders justify their behavior even though it is clearly illegal is consent—especially when a 
parent is willing to give up or sell their child to a trafficker. This will be discussed in more 
detail below, but in short, the slaveholder justifies any further action that they take against the 
slave based on previous consent by the slave or the slave‘s proxy.  
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Second, the slaves today are relatively cheap in comparison to the slaves in the Trans-
Atlantic slave trade.
126
 Although this was not historically always the case,
127
 during the time of 
the slave trade in the U.S. and England, slaves were expensive and were considered large 
purchases. So principally on the cotton plantations in the South, the slave owners sought to take 
care of their slaves to ensure that they could get the maximum amount of labor from them. They 
sought to ensure that the slave was fed enough to work hard and had decent shelter. It was not 
unusual for the slaveholder to encourage slaves to have families and to give them small homes. 
This is because any child conceived would also be the owner‘s property and he could increase 
his ―human capital‖ without the addition of much cost. Since the modern slaves are relatively 
cheap the owners do not seem to care if they work them to death or if they contract a disease they 
just turn them out. However, it is argued that because slaves are relatively cheap and plentiful 
that the slaveholder will not take the effort to try to find one that runs away. However, there are 
countless stories that the slaveholder seems to have a personal psychosis almost in desiring to 
control the slave victim. This means that many of them will go after the slave even though from 
an economic standpoint it seems irrational. Additionally, although it might be the case that once 
the slave was in his/her final destination he/she was treated better in the 19
th
 century, during the 
actual trip in the slave boats the conditions were appalling and those slaves, even though they 
would be worth a small fortune, were just as disposable as today‘s slaves. 
Another point of comparison between Trans-Atlantic slavery and the modern slave trade is 
scope. Modern slavery is global and secret so it cannot be eliminated by a one entity or a few 
separate.
128
 Trans-Atlantic slavery was also wide in scope, but it was more notorious and open. 
England first focused on stopping the slave trading boats, and this dramatically decreased slavery 
in England.
129
 Without legal protection of the trading boats the profits found in slavery 
significantly diminished.
130
 When there are no longer sufficient profits to make a business 
economically viable the business owner will move onto a new venture. The elimination of the 
slave trade created a path, although a long and arduous path, for the elimination of this form of 
slavery entirely.
131
  In the United States it took a slightly different path, but through the Civil 
War and the Emancipation Proclamation, and finally the Thirteenth Amendment slavery was 
deemed illegal. As mentioned above, waiving a magic ―this is illegal‖ wand did not, as some 
would contend, end slavery. However, it did decrease slavery, and if countries like the United 
States, had planned for the release of the slaves in a more diligent fashion, the deep-seeded roots 
of racism still present in the United States today may have already withered and died. The 
difference between slavery in the past and that in the modern day is that before the leaders knew 
where the slaves where coming from and where they were going; therefore, the citizens could 
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rely on them to ferret out problem. In that time there was a democratic solution to slavery. Now 
because the trade is illegal so much of the slave trade is found only underground, so like the war 
on drugs or the war against terrorism, the modern slave trade cannot be discovered and treated 
using traditional methods. Additionally, modern slavery is not based on racial divides but rather 
it is an equal opportunity destroyer cutting ―across nationality, race, ethnicity, gender, age, class, 
education-level, and other demographic features.‖132 This is one of the reasons why this paper 
deals with Wilberforce because the government has already deemed this behavior to be illegal 
(this paper will discuss ways the government can improve what they are doing below). What is 
needed is for there to be many diligent people around the world to be watchdogs for this 
deprivation of human rights. If, as Wilberforce did in his life, individual citizens today each 
assert that it is morally repugnant to keep another human being as a slave, and then use the tools 
and platforms each individual is given to unearth these exploitations then modern day slavery 
may be abolished.  
 In order to free today‘s slaves the anti-slavery laws of the past are only one of the tools 
used; moreover, the United States and several other countries have added human trafficking laws 
to supplement these laws and try to deal with the uniqueness of the modern day slave trade.  
 
VII. Human Trafficking Laws 
In modern times most countries have laws against slavery, and forced labor, and they even have 
laws against smuggling of persons. However, these laws do not cover all evilness that the minds 
of modern day slaveholders have thought up to inflict tortures on their victims. The commerce 
related to human trafficking now rivals the multi-billion dollar criminal business involved in 
trafficking of illegal guns and drugs.
133
 The estimated profit that criminals generate from the sale 
of humans each year can range from $9 billion each year to $32 billion.
134
 The first Ambassador 
of the Office to Monitor and Combat in Trafficking in Persons, John explained, ―This is one of 
the great moral struggles of our day. We need to bring the same passion and commitment to this 
struggle that the abolitionist of this country brought to the struggle against slavery based upon 
color 160 years ago.‖135 
 
 
A. Human Trafficking Defined 
The United States Trafficking Victims and Protection Act defines trafficking in persons as the 
―the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for labor or 
services, through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of subjection to involuntary 
servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery.‖136 According to the United Nations trafficking in 
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persons is ―recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of 
the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the 
abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or 
benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of 
exploitation.‖137 Some would say human trafficking is another word for the ―trading part‖ of the 
slave trade from years past. Actually the term trafficking has been used in the past to describe the 
slave trade. Wilberforce in 1792 in Parliament states, ―Never, never will we desist, until we have 
wiped away this scandal from the Christian name, released ourselves from the load of guilt, 
under which we at present labour, and extinguished every trace of this bloody traffic,‘ of which 
our posterity, looking back to the history of those enlightened times, will scarce believe that it 
has been suffered to exist so long a disgrace and dishonor to this country.‖138  
 Although sometimes slaves are enslaved in their own community, most of the time slaves 
are transported to a new location. Sometimes victims are merely moved to a different village and 
sometimes they are moved to a new country. Slaves are sometimes exchanged between two 
countries. Moving a victim to a new location is one of the ways the trafficker and the slaveholder 
can disorient the victim to make him/her easier to control. However, the trafficking laws today 
deal with cases in which the ―transport‖ or ―trading‖ portion is not present (or was present so 
long ago that it would be difficult to prove evidentiary in court).
139
 Trafficking is present when 
someone is held captive by threats of violence against themselves or family members.   
 U.S. Senator Sam Brownback, who has been an ardent supporter of Anti-Trafficking 
legislation, explains that many different paths lead unsuspecting victims into slavery; ―The 
[slavery] supply side of the equation is particularly bleak. While there are one hundred thousand 
places in the developed world for refugee resettlement per year, 50 million refugees and 
displaced persons exist worldwide today. This ready reservoir of the stateless persons presents an 
opportunity rife for exploitation by human traffickers.‖ 140  
 There are many different ways that victims are ensnared in the net cast by the traffickers, 
and end up as victims with the final destination becoming modern day slaves. The first, and the 
most common, way for a trafficker to entice a victim is by deceit or fraud.
141
 The trafficker 
offers vulnerable people, especially women, a chance at a job in a different country. Many times 
the victim will actually sign a contract to work as a nanny or a waitress in another country, but 
once they get to the destination country the trafficker takes the victim‘s passport and 
identification for ―safe keeping.‖ Then the victim is told that there is no job and that she will be 
working as a prostitute in a brothel. 
142
  Another common way that a trafficker will defraud a 
victim is by telling them that they will make a certain amount of money for doing a job such as 
picking fruit in the United States, but upon arrival the job is much more difficult, they do not 
receive any of the money promised, they are subject to poor living conditions and they are not 
permitted to leave the job site—in other words they become enslaved. In all of these situations, 
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the victim starts out as a willing participant, but there was no meeting of the minds
143
 between 
the victim and the trafficker because of the fraud or deception. At some point, the situation goes 
from a case of smuggling to a case of trafficking when the smuggling ―contract‖144 between the 
victim and the traffickers is breached when the traffickers force the victim to participate in 
―employment‖ against his/her will. The key ingredient is that the trafficker or slaveholder will 
use violence or the threat of violence to keep the victim a prisoner and force him/her into the 
―employment.‖ This is a distinction that local law enforcement agents need to understand.145 
Additionally, in the United States many local police officers view this as a purely federal 
problem. Local officers are more likely to encounter traffickers, so they should understand what 
the signs are. One problem is identification of trafficking cases at the border, as sometimes the 
victim may not even know at the time that they are in danger. Once they are in the country, the 
victim that is lured her by trick or deceit is no less a victim just because they may have agreed to 
some aspects of the initial transport.  
Another way that a trafficking victim can be lured away from her home is by the Lover boy 
routine.
146
 There are several variations on this but the basic idea is that an attractive man will act 
as though he loves a young woman. At some point he will ask the young women to go out of the 
country with him (either for a romantic get-away or he will promise her a job as a waitress or a 
model), and once they leave the country he will ask for her passport for safekeeping. Then he 
will sell her to a trafficker that is waiting to take her in the destination country. Many women 
refuse to believe that their boyfriend is trying to harm them even when they are warned. One 
young women from Eastern Europe, Tatiana (her name has been changed), was dating a young 
man for 6 months before he mentioned an au pair position in Amsterdam, and offered to escort 
her there. Tatiana‘s mother had seen the U.S. sponsored billboards warning of human trafficking, 
and even gave her daughter a brochure about the ―loverboy phenomenon‖ which described in 
detail about men tricking their girlfriends out of the country, and then selling them into 
prostitution. Despite her mother‘s worries, Tatiana left with her boyfriend, and once she was in 
Amsterdam her boyfriend took her documents and as she put it ―I was sold like a piece of 
meat.‖147 
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Another way that a victim is placed in the stream of human trafficking is by being sold by a 
family member.
148
 This is very common, especially in certain areas of the world where parents 
are particularly vulnerable themselves. The family member is sometimes a member of the 
extended family, or someone close to the family as explained in the example above. However, 
parents in poverty or in great social inequality because of antiquated caste systems may be 
desperate enough to sell their children or be susceptible to swindles that will allow a trafficker to 
take over the lives of their children.
149
  Sometimes the parents are not even given any money for 
their children, but rather they willingly give over their children because they believe the lies told 
to them by the traffickers that their children will have more opportunities for a better life. When 
asked why they sold their children one Haitian man exclaimed, ―We are not capable of helping 
our children, and this man came and we thought he was going to treat our children well!‖ 150 
Many times the parents would send off their best and brightest children with the hopes of giving 
them the chance of getting the education.
151
 Additionally, sometimes in the grip of extreme 
poverty a parent will not be able to feed or care for their child and will see the traffickers offer as 
a way to save not only that child but also the rest of their family. 
Finally, abduction is another way that trafficking victims end up becoming prey in the 
slaveholder‘s trap.152  Abduction is publicized by Hollywood and the news media; therefore, the 
public commonly thinks this is the only, or at least the most common way that a victim is taken 
by a trafficker. For example in the recent blockbuster movie Taken, two teenage girls go alone 
on a trip to Paris following high school. They share a taxi ride from the airport with a man whom 
one of the girls is attracted to, and he invites the girls to a party. Once the girls leave exit the taxi 
at their hotel, the man calls his boss to plan the abduction. The gang abducts the girls a short time 
later to sell them into forced prostitution. Additionally, there are countless media accounts that 
discuss how young women abroad are commonly abducted, and forced into the sex network. 
However, most traffickers do not abduct the majority of their victims because someone who is a 
willing participant, at least in the beginning, is a lot easier to control then someone who is 
abducted. The one exception to this is small children because they tend to be easy to control with 
little force. Most truly ―taken‖ victims are transported only within their own countries, so as not 
to arouse suspicion.  
 
 
 
 
A. Human Trafficking Laws 
The year 2000 was an important year for combating trafficking and modern day slavery. The 
United Nations created the Protocol on Trafficking, and the United States passed unprecedented 
legislation with the Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA).  
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i. UNITED NATIONS PROTOCOL TO PREVENT, SUPPRESS, PUNISH TRAFFICKING IN WOMEN AND 
CHILDREN 
In 1998, U.S. officials outlined the trafficking protocol to help guide the U.N. 
deliberations.
153
 Through several compromises and rewrites in 2000 the United Nations 
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, Punish Trafficking in Women and Children became part of the 
Transnational Organized Crime Convention. There was some contention as to how to define a 
trafficking victim, for example would victims be defined ―persons‖ or as ―women and 
children?‖154 The U.S. was most concerned with making sure that nations made these grave 
offenses a crime, but then attention needed to shift to determine how to assist the victims after 
they were found. The U.S. had already had issues where victims were jailed and held as 
material witnesses, and times when they were deported after the trial or before there could be a 
trial.
155
 Once in their home country, the victims were subject to the same circumstances that 
caused them to be vulnerable to the traffickers in the first place.
156
 
 
ii. UNITED STATES TRAFFICKING LAW 
 The Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 2000 has been reauthorized 
and strengthened twice.
157
 TVPA was enacted because trafficked people, especially women who 
are frequently moved between brothels, are often moved around and do not know the language or 
anyone else in the country so they feel completely isolated. The laws that were currently on the 
books although they were adequate to address many of the problems that trafficking brings up, 
such as kidnapping, rape, and slavery, did not deal with all of the nuances that occur in a 
typically trafficking case.  
 There were several cases that led up to the U.S. enacting TVPA. In one case, the Cadena 
family trafficker focused her attention on a poor neighborhood in Mexico known as Barrio El 
Pilar. The trafficker promised to smuggle girls into the United States were they would be able to 
work in the restaurant business and earn a good living, instead they were ushered into the life of 
a prostitute where up to 30 Johns per day would each pay $20 to rape them.
158
  In 1997, the so-
called ―deaf Mexican case‖ stirred the legislature in the U.S. In this case, over 50 hearing 
impaired Mexicans were smuggled into the U.S. and forced to beg and sell trinkets in New York 
City. It was difficult for the prosecutors to deal with the case because technically the Mexican 
migrants were illegal, and there were no laws against trafficking. Additionally, the law did not 
specifically deal with follow-up care for the victims in this case. The traffickers were charged 
with several crimes, but it prompted the legislature into action. Also in 1997, Shelia Wellstone, 
the wife to U.S. Senator Paul Wellstone, was troubled by a case in Maryland in which a brothel 
owner had trafficked women from Ukraine and Russia, and because of the laws the brothel 
owner received a relatively light sentence and the girls were all sent back to their home 
countries. The now deceased Senator became a strong advocate for the victims of human 
trafficking and was instrumental in the passage of TVPA.  
 The victims of trafficking are the driving force behind the U.S. legislation. Trafficking 
victims are often treated as criminals, especially in case of prostitution, and the young women 
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many times ended up jailed as a criminal or at least held as a material witness. 
159
 The 
deportation of victims is also a problem because so many times when they end up back in their 
home countries the victim is subject to the same condition that causes the vulnerability to 
become a trafficking victim in the first place. Wellstone explains, ―trafficking in human beings is 
not just some problem over there—it‘s a problem over here.‖ Since this is a problem in the U.S. 
as well as abroad, the TVPA provides for shelters and services for trafficking victims (this will 
also provide law enforcement officers with invaluable witnesses for criminal cases), as well as 
advocating for specialized training for law enforcement officers to identify and victims. 
Providing services to victims ―will exemplify the humanitarian ideals of respect and dignity for 
the individual on which U.S. is based.‖160 
 By 2005, there was an understanding that domestic citizens could also be victims of 
trafficking and many U.S. citizens were vulnerable to being trafficked. Prosecutors began using 
the TVPA to protect domestic victims as well as foreign victims.
161
 
 In 2006, the TVPA was reauthorized and in the re-authorization several anti-prostitution 
provisions were added including providing grants to local law enforcement agencies to help them 
decrease the demand side of prostitution i.e. arrest the consumers of sex or Johns.
162
 As part of 
TVPA the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons was established—the first 
director, who was later elevated to ambassador at large, publishes the Trafficking in Persons 
Report published annually since 2001. This report card grades the countries of the world to 
determine how well they are doing combating trafficking in their borders. 
 TVPA and its subsequent reauthorizations focused on a multipronged approach to ending 
trafficking and by extension slavery. The three foci that were specifically stated are prosecution, 
protection, and prevention. The rest of this article will utilize this structure to analyze U.S. policy 
and to offer suggestions as to how to improve or supplement these policies.  
 
VIII. Prevention of the Trafficking in Humans 
The best way to stop slavery or human trafficking is to prevent it. As Padre Cesare, who runs a 
shelter for girls who are rescued from sex trafficking, states ―I could no longer accept our 
position; essentially, we were waiting for girls to become victims.‖ 163 Prevention is stopping the 
crime before it is committed which is the ultimate goal of the entire modern abolitionist 
movement. The other prongs of this movement and of the TVPA are in place to manage the 
problem of slavery and trafficking until we succeed on the prevention front. According to Rachel 
Sparks-Graser, Founder of the SOLD Project, ―Human trafficking is, first and foremost, a 
business. There is the supply side (women, men, children being sold into prostitution, forced 
labor, soldiers, etc.) there is the demand side (the john's who purchase sex from trafficked 
persons, us as consumers wanting to purchase cheap clothing, etc.) then there is the people who 
run the business, the traffickers. Human trafficking, the buying and selling of human beings, is a 
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multi-billion dollar industry. Human beings can make major profits off of other human 
beings.‖164 From a prevention standpoint, one must focus on two facets to attack the problem. 
First is on the demand side that looks at the laws and the consumer mechanisms in the 
destination countries or those countries that receive a trafficking victim or have a market for 
modern day slaves. Second, in order to prevent trafficking and modern day slavery focus needs 
to be placed on the supply side of this equation or on the policies and resources of the source 
countries.  
 
A. Demand Side for Trafficked Humans and Modern Day Slaves 
From a demand side we can make it less profitable for the traffickers by increasing the chance of 
being caught and being convicted, but also by focusing on the destination countries‘ market for 
the slaves, especially the sex slaves. When focusing on the market for sex there are two ways to 
make the market less profitable. The first way to decrease demand is by making it less secure for 
the consumers of sex (johns) to obtain the product by increasing rate of detection, and 
prosecution of the johns in areas where prostitution is illegal.
165
 This is something that the TVPA 
reauthorization act tried to do; however, most of prostitution occurs on the local level so the 
penalties need to occur on the local level. One of the more effective means of decreasing johns is 
to increase the stigma associated with buying sex, including letting the public know when the 
johns have been found guilty of a soliciting sex from a prostitute. When dealing with other sex 
crimes some states have enacted punishments such as yard signs, different color license plates, 
and names being posted on the TV or in the newspaper. Some of these types of stigma 
punishments might make a potential consumer of sex think twice before engaging in the act. One 
particularly disturbing consideration is that educating the ―Johns‖ that the prostitute may not be 
engaging in sexual acts with them willingly might not have any impact on demand. After a 
prostitute was murdered in Dubai by two johns who wanted a price break (she charged 40 
dirhams or $10), a website of sexual tourists who call themselves mongers discussed the news 
accounts of the story. After making an off-color joke one of the mongers became introspective 
noting ―Considering we all make use of a service which makes its margins on human slavery 
(let‘s get realistic, we are not getting with locals here) I‘m surprised to see such a backlash on 
this.‖166  
 Another way to curb the desire for slaves in the sex industry is to make it less profitable 
for the slaveholders or the pimps. Another way of doing this besides decreasing the demand for 
sex is to increase the penalty should they get caught trading sex for money. It is a well-known 
economic theory of deterrence that the optimal criminal sanction is a fine or punishment that is 
just sufficient to deter the criminal from engaging in the harmful activity. An efficiently 
proportioned legal rule would be precise enough to make the crime unprofitable, allowing for the 
risk of non-detection.
167
 For example, if the value of the theft to the criminal is $100 and the 
probability of detection is 1/3, then the optimal penalty would be a fine of approximately $301, 
or just enough to make the theft unprofitable. If the sanction is any harsher, then a criminal may 
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not be constrained from committing a greater offense. For example, if both robbery and murder 
were both punishable by death, the robber who had committed the first crime would not be 
constrained from also committing the second. This certainly could have dramatic effects upon 
the rational pimp, who would rather kill his ―merchandise‖ than to allow the chance to have her 
talk to police if the penalty were too high. Instead of making all the penalties very high, another 
way to get the same deterrent effect is to increase the probability of detection. In order to do this 
then there would need to be a significant increase in the training for police forces on the local 
level in all countries
168
 because they would be the ones who are most likely to encounter 
prostitution.  
In regards to forced labor slavery, an effective way to affect demand is through grassroots 
awareness programs. Consumer demands have a powerful effect in the market place. Consumers 
have been able to move the fishing industry to produce dolphin-friendly canned tuna fish, and 
recycled just about anything (they even make necklaces out of recycled glass). On the Ivory 
Coast slave labor is used to grow and harvest the coca beans used to make chocolate. Slave labor 
has also invested the market for car parts, granite, pig iron, handmade rugs, among many 
others.
169
 The problem is that although only a small amount of the product line is infested with 
slave labor, it is sometimes impossible to distinguish between slave -made and non-slave made 
goods.  
Consumers should not use their boycott power in this instance because it is virtually 
impossible to determine which goods are actually made utilizing slave labors and which goods 
where created using legitimate labor. A boycott can devastate what is already a poor area. 
According to Anti-Slavery International:  
―In certain situations boycotting specific goods or countries can actually make 
the situation worse and undermine the economy of an already poor country. A 
boycott could hurt those in slavery-like conditions as well as those employers 
who are not exploiting their workers, and worsen the poverty that is one of the 
root causes of the problem. Support fair and ethical trade initiatives instead and 
use consumer power to encourage retailers and companies to move to the 
Fairtrade scheme.‖170  
Consumers can use their buying power to put pressure on the companies who are in better 
positions to find out if the raw products that make their goods are made by slave labor. One way 
to do that is to buy goods that have the FairTrade mark which certifies that the good has been 
manufactured according to specified socially and economically sustainable standards.
171
  As 
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explained in Slave Trade or Fair Trade? the Fair Trade Mark is the ―only guarantee that 
products, such as chocolate, are ‗slave free‘ and have not been made using forced labour. All fair 
trade products have to meet strict conditions, including ensuring that no forced or illegal child 
labour has been used. Fair trade goods also give producers a fair price for their produce, thus 
helping to challenge the unfair trading systems that keep people in poverty and often force them 
into slavery.‖172 
Additionally, there are a couple different marks that one can look for when buying 
handmade rugs including Rugmark. Rugmark certifies that no illegal or slave child labor is used 
in the production of the hand-woven rug.  
 
 B. Supply Side for Trafficking Victims for the Origination Countries 
Assisting potential victims in their home countries to attempt to diminish the overall number of 
victims is a difficult task because it involves many different forces in foreign countries of which 
the U.S. has no direct control. Through the TVPA, the Department of State formed the Office to 
Monitor and Combat Trafficking Center, through that office the U.S. provides a carrot and a 
stick in order to get countries to work to end slavery and trafficking. First, if a country does not 
work within its borders to combat these problems then it will be listed in the Trafficking in 
Persons Report (TIP).
173
 If the country is listed in Tier 2 Watch List or Tier 3, this would put that 
country in danger of losing their funding from the U.S.
174
 Sanctions may even be 
counterproductive as they would be taking away funding from the more vulnerable countries, 
                                                                                                                                                             
 facilitate mutually beneficial long-term trading relationships  
 set clear minimum and progressive criteria to ensure that the conditions for the production and trade of a 
product are socially and economically fair and environmentally responsible.‖ The Fairtrade Foundation, 
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and this could negatively affect the citizens even more. Additionally, the U.S. uses a carrot in the 
form of funding programs in order to garner compliance with anti-slavery ideals.  
Although vulnerability is the key to slavery; nonetheless, not of all the vulnerable people 
in the world become slaves.‖175 Sometimes the vulnerable are members of a certain caste of a 
society, but sometimes they are merely people who lack personal resources, and social or 
governmental protections to prevent the enslavement.
176
 In addition cartographical imperialism, 
as occurred on the African continent, can increase the vulnerability of a people group.  
Political scientists and economists have identified four factors the convergence of which 
creates conditions where slavery flourishes. These identified factors that increase vulnerability 
are ―1) devastating poverty; 2) armed conflict; 3) rapid industrialization; and 4) exploding 
population growth.‖177 An example is Cambodia that has been listed as a Tier 2 Watch List 
Country on U.S. Department of State‘s Trafficking in Persons Report, because it has experienced 
difficulty dealing with the issues of slavery and has become known as a source, destination, and 
transit country for trafficking men, women, and children. However, because the convergence of 
the four factors that increase vulnerability, Cambodia is not alone and actually Thailand, 
Vietnam and Burma, have all shown that Southeast Asia is a ―recipe for mass vulnerability.‖178 
Specifically dealing with children sex traffickers rarely abduct a child from a society that is well 
developed and has a strong community. There are many reasons for this; first, if a child is 
abducted from a non-vulnerable community, members of the community may mobilize resources 
to find the traffickers, and to bring them to justice. However, a trafficker can use the destitution 
and vulnerability of other communities to his advantage to lure the children away with promises 
of work or education.
179
 Once the family realizes that the child is in danger they do not have the 
resources to combat the trafficker. 
 Since vulnerability is a significant cause of enslavement unless that vulnerability is 
replaced by stability there is a considerable chance of re-enslavement-many freed slaves will 
eventually end up back in slavery either by choice or by circumstances. There are many different 
reasons why a person might become enslaved again including a lack of other skills sets; a fear of 
the unknown; psychological mindset that does not allow the trafficked person to see herself or 
himself as free; or finally because the circumstances that led to the enslavement have not 
changed. These are the areas that one must focus on to prevent slavery and human trafficking in 
the first place, and then to prevent the re-victimization. 
 
 
iii. EDUCATION FOR THE COMMUNITY 
Many countries have mandatory education for all citizens on the books, but many do not put it 
into practice, or it is so expensive that those who are most vulnerable to slavery cannot take 
advantage of it.
180
 Education provided to each child could be a key to changing the equation 
away from vulnerability. It is difficult to get education for every child, but many organizations, 
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such as The Sold Project, have seen this as a part of their mission and are actively working 
towards this goal. In additional to the normal educational goals, education in vulnerable areas 
should focus on ideas of morality and freedom in order to change the course of their lives from 
potential enslavement to self-determination.  
 In western educational experiences, there is a focus on the documents of freedom and 
equality. These ideals can be taught, even if not in a formal sense, to a community to help them 
understand principles of freedom. Many of the slaves are gripped in their own understanding of 
their place in this world. ―‘Slave mentality‘ is the inability to think outside the box into which an 
individual has been forcibly packed.‖181 In order to break the cycle of enslavement the victim 
must see himself or herself as free. In 1942, Gandhi affirmed, ―The bond of slavery is snapped 
the moment [the slave] considers himself a free being.‖ For Gandhi slavery is a mental construct. 
Further, he explains that the slaveholder provides a measure of security and when you break that 
bondage, you break the power the slaveholder has over you. Gandhi further explains how a 
slave‘s dialogue with his slaveholder would go (even if only in the mind of the slave), stating ―I 
hitherto depended on you instead of on God for food and raiment. God has now inspired me with 
an urge for freedom and I am today a freeman and will no longer depend on you.‖182  Kevin 
Bales tells the story of Baldev who was a slave based on a debt that was passed on down 
multiple generations. He was a plowman for his master. He was not paid, but he did receive the 
basic necessities of food and shelter for his family. A relative of Baldev‘s wife paid off his debt 
and he was freed. However, he was not prepared for the freedom and lived in constant fear of not 
being able to make it. He told Bales: ―Since we no longer belonged to the landlord, we didn‘t get 
food everyday as before. Finally, I went to the landlord and asked him to take me back. I didn‘t 
have to borrow any money, but he agreed to let me be his halvaha [bonded plowman] again. 
Now I don‘t worry do much, I know what to do.‖ 183 Without seeing themselves as a free person, 
having a support system, and having the skills to be secure in that freedom many slaves will 
actual become re-enslaved.   
 Another area where the population should be educated in is morality. Wilberforce after he 
ended the slave trade he went about trying to restore ―manners‖ meaning morality and virtues to 
England because in order for him to work towards his ultimate goal of abolishing slavery 
altogether he needed to change the moral climate of the country ―making goodness fashionable, 
and restoring respect for the law in all classes.‖184 
 For some slaves once they realize they are a human with dignity and they are indeed free, 
they do not need outside training because their time in servitude taught them a skill they can use 
to build wealth for their family (for example the Kols who freed themselves from the quarry). 
However, many recently freed slaves became victims when they were young children; thus, they 
may not have any skill that is marketable. 
 
iv. SKILLS TRAINING PROGRAMS 
Without a means to support themselves, emancipation of slaves can often mean ―freedom to 
starve.‖185 According to the Chinese proverb, ―Give a man a fish; feed him for a day. Teach a 
man to fish; feed him for a lifetime.‖ In order to give the vulnerable people groups a chance 
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towards self-determination it is important that they are not just given a meal for a day, but a way 
to create wealth for themselves for the long term. July 5, 1852, Frederick Douglass stated, 
"Personal independence is a virtue.‖ He later added, "…but there can be no independence 
without a large share of self-dependence, and this virtue cannot be bestowed" by government.
186
   
 An exemplary organization that helps to build skills for young girls who have been 
rescued from the sex trade in Thailand is NightLight Design in Bangkok.
187
 The founder of 
NightLight, abolitionist Annie Dieselberg explains, ―Women on the streets may look like they 
are free when you tour Bangkok, but they are not! Trafficked women are often moved around, 
and many of them do not know the language or the money currency. They feel alone, isolated 
from friends or family who might give them a helping hand.‖188 Many freed slaves were little 
girls when they were forced into the sex trade, and so when they are freed from being a sex slave 
they end up re-entering the brothels because they have not developed skills to do anything else. 
Dieselberg began NightLight as a way for the girls to have a career after they come out of 
slavery. NightLight teaches the girls how to make jewelry that they sell locally and on the 
worldwide web. NightLight has a unique business model in that it pays a salary to the girls rather 
than per the piece, so it is a dependable income for the girls to build their new life on.
189
 
 Another aftercare facility founded by Pierre Tami named Hagar reintegrates victims into 
the community as productive citizens. Pierre Tamie explained that he was ―frustrated‖ that 
although they could give women vocational skills after they left the sex slave market they still 
would be unemployed and vulnerable. Therefore, he decided that the best way to help the women 
was to create more jobs. He created a soya milk company and later a catering company.
190
  
 These are just two of the organizations that are being utilized to teach skills to the 
vulnerable persons. It would be helpful to have some organization that gave skills to show a 
village or town how they can profit from their young work force. This way they will not be so 
apt to allow traffickers to take their youngsters.  
 
v. THE FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM OF EQUALITY 
Slavery and human trafficking thrive in an environment or culture where humans are not seen as 
fundamentally equal. Some cultures do not see people as being equal by virtue of their humanity, 
but rather see equality as a political construct set up by government and then enforced onto the 
citizens. Even in this ―forced or created‖ state of equality slavery can still get a foothold because 
the slaveholder will still discount the woman and see her as ―disposable.‖  Equality creeps into 
the discussion of slavery in two distinct ways first in many cultures women are considered to be 
not as worthy of protection as men. Second, in different societies there is a stringent caste system 
where certain humans are considered to be below others and only worthy of serving the higher 
castes.  
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In areas like Southeast Asia, females routinely face discrimination. Girls are often the 
first to be pulled out of school to bear the burden of family chores, and they are looked to 
provide for their family. The Buddhist tradition that a girl is expected to devote her life to 
servitude to her family pay her karmic debt is never passed on, and if she shirks her duties, she 
risks suffering in the future. Routinely, after being forced into prostitution a girl in Thailand, for 
instance, will not leave the brothel for fear that she will not properly provide for her family.
191
 
Furthermore, if a family has a financial problem the sale of a daughter is much more common 
than the sale of a son.
192
 Rachel Sparks-Graeser explains that in her personal experience in 
villages in Thailand that ―there is a pressure put on young girls to provide for their family.‖193 
She explains when you add that pressure on top of Buddhist merit that is built when they do help 
their family it is a formula ripe of exploitation.
194
  In order to combat the inequality The Sold 
Project focuses on a multi-pronged holistic approach to remedying the problem of vulnerability 
of girls to human trafficking. First, it offers scholarships to alleviate financial burdens on the 
families of keeping their young girls in school. Second, there is a mentorship with leaders in the 
community. Third, the program in the village in Thailand began offering after-school program to 
teach English, sports, art, etc. Finally, in order to decrease the ability of the traffickers to trick or 
coerce the young girls into a life of prostitution the Sold Project added human trafficking 
awareness programs in the school (similar to drug prevention in the United States). Sparks-
Graeser explains how she has seen first-hand the effects of prevention work and how it works. 
The Sold Project‘s prevention program ―empowers young leaders, gives children a future and an 
opportunity to be a child.‖195   
 Another aspect of inequality that undercuts the society of some of those who are 
vulnerable to trafficking is a society that tolerates violence against women.
196
  Even when a 
country tries to create economic or social programs in some of the more rural areas, if it tolerates 
violence against women there is still the mindset that it is acceptable to abduct a women and 
place her into bondage. Her worth as a human has become less than that of her male 
counterparts.  
 
vi. LEGAL REFORM IN ORIGINATION COUNTRIES 
Another measure that will aid in the protecting the victims of trafficking or stopping the supply 
side of the equation is for there to be legal reforms in the origination and transit countries. In 
many countries the laws are adequate, but the problem is with the uneven or complete lack of 
enforcement of the laws. An example of a very strong law against debt bondage is India‘s, which 
prohibits debt bondage and provides funds for all freed slaves.
197
 Nonetheless, it is difficult for 
the victims to receive the funds and because of corrupt government officials or lack of 
cooperation of the government. 
 One NGO, International Justice Mission (IJM), works with countries to ferret out slavery 
providing that the trafficked women be treated as victims, and that the traffickers are arrested and 
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prosecuted.
198
 They demand that countries uphold their laws, and provide justice for those within 
their borders. ―If you do not have the rule of law, you have the rule of those who wield power at 
their own whim,‖ IJM President Gary Haugen stated. Police or officials are at times corrupt or 
apathetic.
199
  For example in Haiti, the police officers cannot do anything about the forced 
unpaid child labor because it is still legal to have unpaid servants between 12 and 15, but they 
are supposed to be documented which is never enforced. If the officer found the slave had been 
abused, then the officer might merely scold the slave-owner. If a slave ran away, and the slave is 
brought to the police station, the slave is put in an adult detention center. One police officer 
admits when discussing child selling, ―If it is a pact between two families we do not intervene. 
Look, we know the domesticity phenomenon is illegal, but it is not in our capacity to end it by 
ourselves.‖ Furthermore, this Haitian police officer admits he has his own restavek children 
working in his home, but he is quick to add that he does not rape them.
200
 Corruption is such a 
problem in most countries that have substantial problems with slavery that IJM has devised a 
method called the power-actor analysis in order to identify law enforcement agents that are 
honest.
201
 Without the rule of law, the powerful can still work within the system, but the poor 
will continue to become more repressed. 
 In Peru‘s capital city, Lima, many children were abandoned on the streets after they 
escaped from traffickers or were turned out by traffickers. The police used violence and force 
against these children, and then after the president decided to ―cleanse‖ the streets of these street 
children several bodies of the children ended up in the park and others went missing.
202
 Lucy 
Borja explains, ―Nothing will change for the street kids until we put justice at the center of our 
society. At the moment we are ruled by corruption and greed.‖203 
 In India, Skinner watched as children were forced to make handmade rugs under the 
poorest of conditions; additionally, he saw the Indian children working in the stone quarries 
hauling stones and wielding hammers. Therefore, when he went to talk to the Social Secretary of 
Araria, the official in charge of investigating child labor, Skinner was shocked to hear him 
completely deny that such slavery exists in India. The Secretary stated, ―we have no pens: 
everyone is free.‖ He explained that at times poor people do sell their children but that is because 
―poor people are not rational, so I compare them to monkeys.‖ Then according to Skinner, the 
Secretary recounted the following story to explain why parents sell their children—―…on a hot 
day a mother monkey will drop her baby to earth in order to climb a tree to keep from burning 
her own feet.‖204 
 There are other examples of corruption such as the problem in Eastern Europe with the 
police officers and other officials taking bribes. Additionally, there is one example of a prisoner 
running several brothels from his prison cells, while the guards knew that he was receiving large 
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sums of money in jail.
205
 These are a few examples of corruption, and of what can happen when 
a society does not uphold the rule of law. TVPA authorizes the State Department monetarily to 
support NGO‘s that assist victims to get justice in the origination country. However, this is one 
area where the TIP report could make a difference by listing a country in a lower tier and 
determining an appropriate sanction. It can be argued that removing funding from the corrupt 
country may not be the most effective sanction because it is taking away money from those in 
need. However, when the United States threatens removal of non-humanitarian aid it does appear 
to make a difference.
206
 So far this report has not been used to its potential.
207
  
 
 
vii. SLAVERY WILL LEAD TO DECREASED ECONOMIC PROSPERITY OF THE SOCIETY AS A WHOLE 
Extreme poverty is present in most origination countries for victims of human trafficking, and in 
most areas where there exists an extensive amount of modern-day slavery. Many of the villages 
where slavery has thrived mentioned above are in the poorest area of their respected countries. 
Most realistic strategies to end slavery must at some level ―target poverty alleviation.‖208 As 
noted above, increases to socioeconomic stability will make the potential victims less likely to 
fall prey to traffickers because they will not fall for some of the likely schemes and frauds that 
the traffickers perpetrate. The TVPA has targeted language that allows the U.S. to use credit 
programs, and NGO‘s to give the potential victims economic alternatives to poverty. The hope is 
that this will decrease the vulnerability of at-risk individuals in the origination country.  
 However, some impoverished countries remain poor despite the fact that the U.S. and 
other countries have tried to bear the burden of their poverty.
209
 There are two reasons why this 
may be the case. First, there is the classic chicken versus the egg problem. Some of the newer 
studies have demonstrated that slavery needs to be eradicated to experience true economic 
growth.
210
 There are many reasons why modern-day slavery can actually become a drain on a 
country‘s resources including that fact that many times these slaves are trafficked out of the 
country taking away a country‘s workforce.211 In contrast, free slaves can increase economic 
prosperity of a country. This may seem to be a radical idea given the fact that the Trans-Atlantic 
slave trade made so much money, and some have said that ending the slave trade cost England 
greatly in terms of actual profit and the fact that its citizens had to pay a higher price for basic 
goods. Nevertheless, there are several reasons why ending slavery will increase wealth. First, 
free slaves will consume goods and services and this will have a positive effect on the economies 
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of developing nations. In some countries, there are millions of bonded laborers. These slaves 
cannot participate in the normal buying of goods that helps to strengthen an economy. 
Furthermore, slaves, contrary to slaveholder‘s assertions, do not increase the goods in the stream 
of commerce any more then free labor would. Once slaves are freed, they work harder and are 
more productive. The promise of making their own money, and having pride in their work 
creates workforce that is produces more goods. Additionally, slaves will be more apt to abide by 
the law and pay taxes on the goods they produced.   
 All of these economic benefits to freedom were demonstrated when the Kols won their 
freedom from the rock quarries in India. Although the quarry work was very difficult, it was a 
skill that had been passed down and perfected over multiple generations. Now the workers took 
pride in their work and the dignity of freedom gave them the security to focus on providing for 
their families. The slaveholders who held the Kols in slavery were doing so in violation of the 
law, and it appeared this was not the only law they violated.
212
 The Kols became law abiding 
citizens and paid more taxes in 9 months of operating the quarries then the past 5 decades of the 
previous slaveholders‘ reign.213  The Kols used the power of the market (many of the sand 
manufacturers colluded to keep prices artificially high) and their skills to sell their sand at a 
slight discount, and thus they were able to get more contracts. 
214
 After a while some of the 
village members began to specialize in other areas (one bought a cow, some started a provisional 
store, etc). Within a year of breaking the bonds of slavery in the six liberated villages the infant 
mortality rates had declined, there was sanitation, they began growing their own food, and every 
child was attending schools. Some have argued that socialism is the key to helping the slaves, 
and that capitalism and the free market are the causes of slavery. 
215
 The experience of the Kols 
points to a different answer—―Competition is something which breaks the shackles of bondage. 
The antidote to slavery, in other words is not communism. It is unfettered capitalism.‖216  
 The second reason why some of these countries remain poor is because of the control and 
corruption of the government in charge. At times the government does not overly control or 
overly regulate an area of the country, to the contrary, by violating the rule of law the 
government has acquiesced its power to the slaveholder. The slaveholder enforces absolute 
control over the slaves. In this environment, when freedom to make financial choices cannot 
prosper, the ensuing state is poverty.
217
 The TVPA and its reauthorization helps to provide for 
the problem of poverty in the origination and transit countries by providing funds for NGO‘s 
who can be on the ground to see what is needed to best help those who are most vulnerable to 
trafficking and enslavement.  
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viii. USE NGO’S (U.S. ACT PROVIDES FOR FUNDING) 
Each situation is different; thus, the uniqueness of the trafficking problems in different areas 
require individual solutions; one way of doing this is by using NGO‘s that focus on different 
aspects of this problem. ―[Wilberforce] understood that all sectors of society—public, private, 
and the faith community—must work together in order to defeat major social problems such as 
the slave trade.‖218 Thomas Clarkson who greatly inspired William Wilberforce in essence 
started the first anti-slavery NGO—The Committee for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave 
Trade.
219
 Clarkson passed out an anti-slavery pamphlet to thousands. The group also used 
pictures of some of the atrocities of the slave trade in order to bring attention to the problem. 
 In an interview this author conducted with Rachel Sparks-Graeser of The Sold Project 
she explains the NGO‘s and organizations each provide a very specific role in the eradication of 
human trafficking and that each is needed in order to effectuate the goals of a slave-free 
existence. Some organizations focus on educating the public on these issues to spread the word 
on the problems of human trafficking. According to Sparks-Graeser there are 4 different 
categories of organizations that are all important in this question: 1) organizations focusing on 
preventing victims from becoming enslaved (e.g., the Sold project); 2) rescue organizations (e.g. 
International Justice Mission); 3) organizations focused on rehabilitation of the victims (e.g. safe 
homes that can be found in all countries around the world); 4) organizations that focus on 
stopping the demand (e.g. Shared Hope International).
220
  
 International Justice Mission (IJM) confronts slavery wherever it exists using several 
justice professionals including criminal justice investigators, prosecutors, and political analysts. 
The staff will gather detailed evidence of slavery in local areas and then will work with local law 
enforcement agencies in order to free those slaves and to prosecute the slaveholders. Through 
collaboration with local prosecutors, IJM is able to assist in building a solid case against 
slaveholders and traffickers in order to result in conviction of the criminals who partake in these 
crimes. IJM‘s founder Gary Haugen221 found that ―oppressors use violence to commit acts of 
injustice and to discourage potential rescues from coming to the aid of victims.‖222 An 
ineffective public justice system lessens the protection of the victims of trafficking and slavery, 
and it decreases the ability for the poor to move beyond their economic or social status. IJM has 
adopted four clear objectives to act as organizational strategies: 1) victim relief; 2) perpetrator 
accountability; 3) victim aftercare; and 4) structural prevention. IJM is well respected among 
those in the abolitionist movement. When organizations happen upon slave situations that the 
organization cannot handle they will often times call IJM. One example of this is when a man 
who had bought his niece out of sexual bondage approached a Thai based NGO, and she 
recounted the details of the trafficking ring that held her captive as being very large and heavily 
armed.
223
 This case according to IJM ―touched every element of human trafficking, fraud, 
bonded labor, sex slavery, violation of immigration laws, and kidnapping all woven seamlessly 
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into a single network.‖224 This criminal organization trafficked women from all throughout Asia 
including Cambodia, Vietnam, Burma, Laos, Thailand, and China, and the girls were between 16 
and 25 years old; furthermore, they scattered them in brothels throughout Southeast Asia. In 
2005, IJM worked with police to raid several large brothels under the conditions that 1) the 
trafficked victims should be treated as victims not criminals and 2) the traffickers must be 
arrested and prosecuted. After the raids that freed several victims, IJM‘s attorneys worked with 
the prosecution in Thailand to secure convictions against the slaveholders.
225
  
 Polaris Project has started to build a ―new underground railroad‖ in the United States. 
Polaris works in the United States to find and eradicate slavery. They stay true to their grassroots 
foundation and they try to get volunteers involved in their work through their extensive 
internship program. Polaris Project trains law enforcement officers, and works with legislators to 
assist in passing laws to adequately deal with the problem of trafficking and modern day slavery.  
 Some issues need to be addressed when giving up so much power to NGO‘s and other 
organizations. Overspecialization can be a problem when a group becomes myopically focused 
on their niche to the exclusion of all others. In order to deal a couple different coalition groups 
have emerged in order to link the groups so that they can learn from each other and not duplicate 
efforts. Not all groups are part of a coalition and some are in essence ―re-inventing the wheel,‖ 
and in some cases obstructing others who have already invented the wheel.  
 Some NGO‘s and other organizations have tried to focus on victim buybacks.226 In other 
words, they raise resources to buy victims out of slavery. In participating in a victim buyback, an 
organization is implicitly recognizing the legitimate ownership of the slaveholder of the slave. 
Since the victim is now safe, the authorities are less likely to prosecute the slaveholders. The 
buybacks also creates an artificially increased market for slaves, since there is no limit to the 
supply of slaves a buyback can lead to gathering of more victims in order to sell them to 
organizations willing to buy them back. There have also been cases in which journalists have 
bought ―slaves‖ who actually were not slaves, but were false slaves that were sold as a fund 
raising scheme for the Sudanese rebels.
227
  There may be an extreme circumstance that requires a 
buyback—for example in Sudan the Dinka will buy back their own relatives in acts of 
―redemption‖228—but this generally should not be the norm for any organization.   
 Another issue with giving money to a group is that the government loses direct oversight. 
Sometimes awareness programs are not thoroughly thought through for example when billboards 
are funded in areas where most are illiterate, or there is substantial amounts of money spent on 
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radio or television ads for areas that most of those who need to hear the ads have no electricity. 
229
  
 There is also some infighting between groups dealing with issues such as whether or not 
all prostitution is slavery or only forced prostitution. In a controversial move, feminists and some 
conservatives (Michael Horowitz was one government official that pushed for amendments) 
team up to lobby for a more stringent view of prostitution in the TVPA Reauthorization Act of 
2003. These strange bedfellows won their fight and now U.S. funding of NGO‘s is tied to a 
statement by the NGO that it would stand against prostitution (even if prostitution is not 
something that is part of its mission statement). As both a political conservative and a woman, it 
does not seem to this author that this is the best place to wage this war over the morality of 
prostitution. Creating another fine print disclaimer that one must put on their brochures does not 
seem to be a way to combat prostitution. If a person is engaging by their own volition, a 
disclaimer by an NGO that they do not support the legalization of prostitution will not do 
anything in that person‘s mind about whether they should engage in prostitution. It becomes 
another of those warning labels that corporate attorneys force manufacturers to place on their 
products; few people if anyone actually read them. If a person needs help they are not going to 
stop and read the organization‘s mission statement and then read all of the legalese and fine print 
that needs to be on the site so that the organization gets funding. In addition, withholding funding 
from certain organizations, which otherwise are helping in the fight against slavery and human 
trafficking, will hurt the very people that the government is seeking to protect. It seems as though 
one of the government‘s goal is to reduce the incidences of any form of prostitution (force or 
otherwise), and there are other ways of doing so that may be more effective.
230
  
 Finally, the issue of emancipation in Nepal shows NGO‘s at their best but it is also a tale 
of warning in the abolitionist movement. As noted above we need to learn from earlier 
movements. One of the first times the NGOs moved into the business of freeing modern day 
slaves in Nepal the success of the venture was mixed. The slaves were freed which was the 
ultimate goal. Many suffered devastating human rights abuses, and even death after being freed 
since the infrastructure of the Nepal was not set up to deal with the influx of new destitute people 
into an already overly burdened system. Moreover, the humanitarian relief was not adequate to 
deal with the problem of mass refugees in a short period of time—of course much of the timing 
was not under the control of the organizations. While many were saved, the situation in Nepal 
can act as a warning against an abolitionist organization or member of the government from 
riding in on a white horse like a cowboy to save the day. While this is exciting for western 
movies, it is oftentimes reckless in this movement. Bales was one of the key abolitionists 
involved in Nepal‘s movement toward freeing the slaves. He was in country to see first-hand the 
aftermath of the ―botched‖ freedom, and he argues that everyone must learn from the mistakes 
made in Nepal.
231
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IX. Prosecution/Punishment of Criminals Engaged in Human Trafficking & Modern Day 
Slavery 
The TVPA was enacted in response to injustices in many cases where the laws were not adequate 
to secure justice for the victim. As noted in some of the examples above, before the TVPA 
prosecutors frequently had to rely upon laws that did not fit the crimes precisely or that provided 
punishments that were far less than the desired given the trafficking crimes that were committed 
against the victims. Although the TVPA provides punishment for domestic crimes,  
 ―Prosecuting a trafficking case demands extraordinary dedication 
because it is so costly and time-consuming. Many times an investigator 
needs to travel to a foreign country to check out the original scene of the 
abduction. Moreover, victims are often slow to cooperate because they 
have been psychologically terrorized or told not to testify under threat of 
death. Sex traffickers might videotape a victim being violated and threaten 
to show the tape to the victim‘s family and neighbors in the home village is 
she testifies‖ 232  
Although the U.S. is making strides in this area, the rates of convictions under TVPA remain 
relatively low as compared to the number of trafficking victims in the U.S. each year. The 
sentences given to some of the slaveholders and/ or traffickers is also an area that needs 
improvement as many times the convicted criminal will receive less time in jail then the amount 
of time that they stole from the victims that she held in bondage. 
 An area that the reauthorization sought to strengthen is to increase the punishment for 
crimes committed abroad, and to decrease the mens rea or mental intent needed for these crimes. 
For example, in the past a person needed to have intent to leave the country to have sex with a 
minor in order to be prosecuted in the United States. Many men would argue that they did not 
have the intent when they left the U.S., but once they entered a country like Thailand they 
decided to pay to have sex with a child. Under the new laws this is also illegal, all the prosecutor 
needs to prove is that the John committed the act—in essence sex with minors in a foreign 
country has become a strict liability offense. Additionally, the U.S. has added laws concerning 
government contractors soliciting sex, and illegally buying humans. Now this is a crime, and the 
government contractor can lose the contract.   
 
X. Protection of Victims of Human Trafficking and Modern Day Slavery 
A. Law Enforcement Training 
The police officers in the U.S. (and abroad) specifically on the local levels need more training in 
order to identify victims of trafficking and slavery. Once an officer has identified a victim, 
training needs to be in place to teach the officer how to react appropriately to the situation. 
Additionally, because the U.S. has multiple jurisdictions—within each state, and then federal—
there needs to be a way for the law enforcement officers to work together to share information to 
end trafficking.
233
 
During an interview with Rachel Sparks-Graeser she expressed frustration that although 
the United States has enacted solid anti-trafficking laws many law enforcement officers seem to 
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be ―still in the dark‖ about what trafficking is.  Ms. Sparks-Graeser conducted an informal 
survey approaching several members of the New York Police Department (NYPD), and she 
revealed that only 1 out of 4 officers knew what trafficking was or what signs to look for.
234
  
Sparks-Graeser explains, ―That is scary. I think more time, money, and effort HAS to go into 
educating our law enforcement and government about trafficking so that we can do more.‖235  
 Because much trafficking and slavery is committed behind closed doors with a servant 
who is not able to speak freely, police officers need to learn to look beyond the crime at hand. 
For example, a case of domestic violence may end up being a trafficking case. Therefore, if a 
victim is from another country, the police need to learn to ask questions such as what country 
she is from, is she free to leave the house, and how she ended up in this house.
236
  The police 
often need to tread lightly because victims are often scared because of police corruption from 
home country. Many community anti-slavery workers in the United States have indicated that 
migrant workers do not trust the law enforcement in their home country, and they also fear 
being deported if they report their crime.
237
 
 Another issue for law enforcement officers is that some do not always believe/understand 
that prostitutes or illegal immigrants or others that are normally considered criminals could really 
be victims. Sometimes there is a tension between human rights model requiring justice for the 
victim and law enforcement model, which focuses on trying to combat the criminal enterprise 
that engages in trafficking the individuals.
238
 It is difficult to figure out at first blush which of 
those arrested during raids are criminals and which are victims. Some of the tension comes into 
play because of law enforcements ideas concerning illegal immigrants or prostitutes since they 
are trained that these two groups are violating the law and should be arrested. In this way, the 
officer is doing his part to uphold the rule of law in the destination country; however, this 
teaching is turned upside down in trafficking cases when those who the officer is trained to see 
as criminals are actually victims.  
 One of the biggest problems of saving the slaves is that it is difficult to find the 
appropriate place for the victims to be housed. Police sometimes are undecided as to whether the 
victim is truly a victim, and need to make quick decisions as to what to do with the people they 
find in a situation, i.e. arresting the prostitutes, etc. Moreover, when dealing with children there 
sometimes is nowhere to place the victims of slavery in a system that is set up to deal with minor 
offenses. Sometimes these children end up in juvenile facility; however, this is not suitable 
shelter for a victim of a crime.
239
 
 There have been a number of successful training programs sprinkled throughout the 
United States. One program is the Florida based Coalition Against Human Trafficking founded 
by Anna Rodriguez, which acts as a liaison between law enforcement, social service agencies, 
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and trafficking victims.
240
 The Coalition trains those who have contact with potential victims 
such as meter readers in residential neighborhoods, home-care nurses. The Coalition tries to 
inform the public concerning the indicators to look for in a potential trafficking situation, so that 
more trafficking victims can be saved.
241
  Anna Rodriguez explains, ―Human trafficking can 
only work if the victims remain invisible to the public eye. We have to remove the veil of 
ignorance.‖ 
Another success story was a New York Officer who was trained to spot trafficking. He created 
his own materials, and despite his commanding officers‘ skepticism of the need for the program, 
he trained his fellow officers as to the signs to look for in a trafficking victim.
242
 After the 
training, a trafficking victim was saved because another road officer was able to spot the signs of 
victimization.  
 Nevertheless, no matter how well trained the police are, they cannot be in every place. 
Since unlike other crimes the victim is unlikely to report the crime, the modern-day slavery 
needs to be ferreted out from virtually no prior information. Most cases of a slave finding 
freedom become known because of a perceptive person who was at the right place at the right 
time. Thus, the police officers‘ effectiveness will increase substantially as the awareness of the 
community increases. According to the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center, ―Public 
awareness is also critical: slavery will remain an invisible scourge unless or until an informed 
public becomes actively engaged and committed in helping identify situations in which some 
form of slavery is suspected. An aroused public also can bring public pressure to bear those in 
power to address those cases.‖243 
 
B. Social Workers Training and Increase of Funding 
The slaves have been routinely treated as less than human. Many of them have been forced to 
literally sleep with animals, so it is difficult for them to leave that circumstance and then to 
immediately be able to function in society. The fight to free the slaves cannot end as soon as they 
are freed; for that reason, there must be aftercare of the victims. Victims will risk falling back 
into slavery if they are not provided with proper care to integrate them into society. Social 
workers have a unique problem dealing with young girls or boys who have been victims of rape 
and brutalization in the sex trade.
244
 These young people can face shame, and severe emotional 
trauma. Moreover, it is difficult to ascertain where to place these young people if they are under 
18 years old since most have had such adult experiences that they do not fit well with traditional 
foster care or group homes.   
 The social workers and aftercare facilities are not always equipped to deal with these 
unique needs. Some trafficking victims will exhibit symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder 
(PSTD). These victims will need extensive care, especially since they may be traumatized more 
during a trial of the criminals that inflicted the torture on them. 
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 One area that should be developed more is the long-term psychological effect on children 
who were abducted at very young ages because this may lead to an inability to love. Love is a 
basic necessity for proper human development.
245
 It is programmed into mothers to love and 
nurture their children. If a child is not shown love at an early age they may lose the cognitive 
ability to form certain human bonds including love. 
246
 This inability to love leads to less 
productivity of the individuals, and may increase the individual‘s tendency to commit crime.   
 As stated by Bales, ―It is a sad thing to point out that there is no developed field of study 
or practice that concerns rehabilitation of freed slaves. But different kinds of slaves need 
different kinds of rehabilitation upon liberation: children, the sexually brutalized, and the 
tortured are needful of special care.‖247  Placing former slaves in secure surroundings is the key 
to prevent re-enslavement. IJM has found that ―93% of the slaves who are put in a supportive 
environment do not return to bondage.‖248 At some point, the victim will go from victim to 
survivor, but only after they deal with the trauma and self-doubt that is associated with being a 
trafficking victim.
249
  
 Therefore, the TVPA has added some victim care for federal victims of trafficking. One 
of the shortcomings of this approach is that the funding is based on the number of victims the 
organization finds, which can lead to organizations with no criminal justice investigative 
experience acting as vigilantes to search for victims. Another shortcoming of the system is that 
the funding is based on federal prosecution, and many of these cases are being covered by state 
prosecutor offices.  
 
C. Visa Program 
Victims cannot be just sent back because even if the person who originally trafficked the victim 
is prosecuted the victim can become vulnerable to other traffickers or to others in the industry 
who may target the victim for street justice.
250
 The T-Visa requirements, however, are very strict. 
The victim must be ready to cooperate with law enforcement against the trafficker, and show that 
they will suffer ―extreme hardship involving unusual and severe harm‖ if returned to their home 
countries.  
 Italy has a system similar to the U.S. system in that it allows victims to stay in Italy after 
being forced to migrate, as long as they testify against the trafficker who exploited them. The 
Regina Pacis facility run by Cesare Lo Deserto (called Padre Cesare) tries to help the victims to 
take advantage of this program; however, as in the U.S. many victims are fearful of the 
trafficker‘s threats to harm them or their families if they testify.251 According to Padre Cesare 
Italy has become transit and destination spot for transporting girls from eastern Europe, and 
many times the police officers from a victim‘s home country, or the border police are somehow 
complicit in the abduction.
252
 Although the country officials in general are not corrupt, some 
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individual law enforcement officers are in fact involved in the trafficking crime. There is no 
indictment against all police officers in one area of the world or another. The problem is that 
traffickers know which police officers are susceptible to bribes. The victim can only extrapolate 
that other police officers in the area may also be corrupt. Teaching victims that not all police 
officers are corrupt is part of the education program discussed above, so that the victims are not 
as fearful of authority.  
 
XI. Conclusion 
The book of Ecclesiastes shows this ―desperation of the powerless‖253 when the author 
eloquently offers ―Again I looked and saw all the oppression that was taking place under the sun: 
I saw the tears of the oppressed--and they have no comforter; power was on the side of their 
oppressors--and they have no comforter.‖ Ecclesiastes 4:1254  Many ask what can one person do 
to combat oppressors like those who enslave another human. Wilberforce was one man who used 
research to find ways to combat the issues, and then teamed with others to utilize their talents to 
get the word out to the public, to change the perception of the public, and to change the laws of 
the land. As almost all modern day abolitionists have stated only if the victims remain invisible 
can trafficking thrive. When attempting to stop modern-slavery, the power of the individual 
member of the public is strongest. This is an area where each person must do his or her part and 
collectively only the power of the individual will change the world.  
Skinner used the idea of going through the looking glass to find the ―invisible‖ slaves that 
surround us, but in order to eradicate the slavery one must turn the looking glass on themselves. 
As is illuminated in the lyrics of the Michael Jackson song Man in the Mirror? 
―I'm starting with the man in the mirror 
I'm asking him to change his ways 
And no message could have been any clearer 
If you wanna make the world a better place 
Take a look at yourself and then make a change‖255 
 
Through using the three prong approach in the TVPA each aspect of human trafficking and 
modern-day slavery will be addressed. Now it is for us to find our inner Wilberforce to see what 
each of us can do to end this criminal endeavor. 
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